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Make your Dream Kitchen a Reality
Low Prices without sacrifcing Quality or Style
And for a limited time, save an extra 10%! With all the

big box stores! Hurry before the 2014 price increase.

Photos © 2013 Scripps Networks, LLC. Used with permission; all rights reserved.
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features you look for like solid wood construction, soft close

drawers and European hinges, and at up to 40% less than

up to 40% less than
Big Box stores

Save an extra 10%*
through 3/1/14

Over 40 Warehouse
Stores Nationwide!
www.CabinetsToGo.com

Cabinets featured in HGTV® Dream Home:

Knob Hill Espresso by
visit www.HGTV.com/DreamHome
*Valid in store only. Cannot be combined with any other
discount or ofer. Expires 3/1/14. Discount code A16

“This label sealed the deal
on our new home.”
NAME :

Jesse and Melissa Gallo

Efﬁcient, comfortable,
and ENERGY STAR ® certiﬁed

THEIR DREAM HOME:

More than $550 off their
energy bills and more than 11,000 lbs.
of greenhouse gases each year

THEIR SAVINGS:

EPA’s blue ENERGY STAR label on the Gallos’ new home means a lot. It means their
home was designed and built to standards of quality and durability well beyond most
others on the market today. It also means that they will save energy and reduce the
greenhouse gases that cause climate change for years to come. Visit energystar.gov.
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Dreamy Baths

These online resources will help create
a stylish retreat that energizes your
mornings and relaxes your evenings.

2

elegant looks

Polished stone, furniturelike vanities, and
soothing colors bring sophisticated style to these
grand baths that feature luxurious amenities.
BHG.com/LuxeBaths

1

3

terriﬁc tubs

shower power

From traditional to contemporary,
built-in to freestanding, tubs make a
style statement in the bath while providing
the perfect place to unwind. Check out
20 restful places to have a soak.
BHG.com/20BeautifulBaths

Natural elements and neutral colors
enhance the rejuvenating eﬀects of a
walk-in shower. Try these conﬁgurations
to bring home the open, airy feel of a spa.
BHG.com/WalkInShower
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FROM THE EDITOR

A

As technology sends us hurtling into the
future, it’s not surprising that we have
become more nostalgic for the past.
There is something comforting about our collective
history, which is beautifully articulated through the
homes we inhabit. Even in new construction, many
homeowners, builders, and designers are seeking
to capture the fine craftsmanship and distinctive
character associated with the homes of yesteryear.
The kitchen on our cover is the perfect example.
When Jennifer and Dominic Data envisioned their
Pennsylvania Dutch-style home in Western Springs,
Illinois, they knew they wanted to give the brandnew kitchen the look and feel of a much older and
more established gathering space. That meant
eschewing standard cabinets for custom designs
with furniturelike details, layering the space with
elegant millwork, adding vintage-inspired fixtures, and choosing a subtle yet classic
color scheme. “The most important thing a designer can do for his clients is to help
give their new home an old soul,” says interior designer Jeﬀ Jones, who worked with
builder Jay Riordan on the project. This exquisite kitchen (page 34) bears testament
to that philosophy.
The Datas aren’t alone in their quest to re-create the past. Jill Nunnally spent a
decade planning her Atlanta kitchen remodel (page 50), which takes its cues from
the warm, rustic kitchens in old French country estates. In Seattle, Gay Gilmore and
her husband, Troy Hakala, found inspiration in early-20th-century factories and
warehouses to create an industrial chic kitchen that encapsulates the spirit of their
1909 home (page 42). And in Charleston, South Carolina, project manager Jeremy
Tate and his team went so far as to write a letter from a fictional 19th-century traveler
who had attended a party at an “old” plantation. They gave this letter to their clients
as the inspiration for their new house, built to resemble a 150-year-old Low Country
plantation home. The master bath oﬀers a glimpse into the overall design (page 104).
It is comfortingly familiar, which is perhaps the best quality a new “old” home can have.

8 beautiful kitchens
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COLOR BY DESIGN
by kristina m c guirk

Butter Up

Yellow is the happiest
hue on the color wheel.
Use a little—or a lot—to
make your room glow.

photographer: jason donnelly

A SUNNY DISPOSITION will
brighten both your mood and
your home, which is why we
advocate this cheery color. But
figuring out what to pair with
your favorite tone can be a
challenge. Here, we’ve dissected
two kitchen color schemes—and
added a few bonus idea starters
—so you can see what other
colors are needed to balance
bold or subtle uses of yellow.

TILE—Ann Sacks,
annsacks.com.
WALLPAPER—York
Wallcoverings,
yorkwall.com.
PITCHER—Fiesta,
fiestafactorydirect.com.

BHG.com/KitchenBath
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color by design

bold a dominant shade of yellow warms woods and metals
rather than pure yellow,

which is overpowering in large doses,
this kitchen relies on a palette set by
muted yellow walls and cabinetry.
A fat finish on painted perimeter
cabinets, window trim, and the island
base accompanies the high-sheen
color on sleek, foor-to-ceiling subway
tiles along the back wall.

it takes two shades—or
more—to add dimension to a yellow
color scheme. Amber glassware on
shelves, fruit and fowers in vibrant
hues on the island countertop, and
soft marigold chairs prevent a pale
pallor. A gradient of yellow-base tiles
forms a border around the room, in
lieu of crown molding, for added style.

60%

rich accents, such as the
deep espresso island detailing and
rustic chair legs, use natural materials
to ground the room. Metals in the
appliances, glass door trimmings,
light fixtures, and chair nailheads
balance the light yellows and dark
woods with a sophisticated edge.

100/0

100/0

50/0

50/0

100/0

Sunny yellows cozy up to warm reds and browns. Creamy yellow
complements traditional detailing. Two-tone cabinets with a glossy
finish reflect light. Golden glows radiate from a furniturelike vanity.

BHG.com/KitchenBath
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color by design

Subtle A pop of yellow energizeS A neutrAl pAlette

150/0

traditional neutrals like

Honey yellow accents the

white and brown can sometimes feel
dull and lifeless, but in this kitchen
the varied uses create an energy that
supports the subtle use of yellow.
Crisp white on the door, trimwork, and
cabinetry fanking the range stands
out against the earthy browns on
the island and mirrored hutch. The
contrast has a fresh but timeless feel.

traditional palette. A splash of color
makes the simple range hood stand
out, but using the same color on the
limited wall space keeps the hood
from feeling too bold. The range hood’s
trimwork not only accentuates the
colorful feature but also connects it to
the rest of the room. Whether ornately
detailed or simply designed, the range
area is a common place to add color.

300/0

sHades of gray and black
finish of the kitchen’s color scheme.
Shiny silver fixtures, such as the sink
and faucet, and mirrored cabinet
doors collect and refect the warm
glow of the palette. The black and
silver of the range area echoes in the
gray veining in the marble countertops
and black-and-white checkered foor.

350/0

100/0

100/0

Lemon accents infuse crisp whites with cheerful color. Mellow yellow
sets the mood for a relaxing bath. soft chifon amps up distinctive
appliances. Yellow-green sits perfectly with teal at the island.

BHG.com/KitchenBath
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LAYERS OF LUXURY
by samantha hart
photo gordon beall
field editor eileen deymier

Graceful
Curves

1

Arches and recesses
create a beautifully
layered look in a master
bath inspired by the past.
1. ELEGANT ARCHITECTURE
A trio of alcoves—one for each of two vanities and one for
the tub—add dimension and architectural character to this
old-world-style master bath. Tall keyhole arches define the
vanity alcoves. “It’s simple drywall,” says homeowner and
designer Arlene Critzos, “just presented in a bold way.”

2. DISTINCTIVE VANITIES
The yew-wood vanities were designed to resemble 18thcentury French commodes. Topped with marble and inlaid
with intricate marquetry, ranging from subtle geometric
patterns to pretty ﬂorals, the vanities make a sophisticated
statement. “They make the bath feel special,” Arlene says.

3. SUBTLE COLOR
Soothing shades of cream and white on the walls play oﬀ the
abundance of natural light that ﬂoods the room courtesy of a
pair of tall windows. “It’s a clean, classic, buttoned-up look,
but the colors help to soften it,” Arlene says.

4. SHAPELY TUB

2

The room’s anchor is a freestanding tub, which nestles
below the windows, taking in views of the private wooded
lot. The tub’s rounded edges are the perfect foil for the crisp
geometric ﬂooring design. The stately ﬂoor-mount tub filler
references the past and ensures easy access to the tub.

5. HANDSOME STONE
Butterscotch and cream limestone tiles, arranged in a
classic checkerboard pattern, add luxury underfoot and
complement the tones in the furniturelike vanities. “The look
is old-world, but also straightforward and relaxing,” Arlene
says. “Anyone can feel comfortable here.”

Striking Tubs
Give your gorgeous tub the attention it
deserves with these tips for freestanding
tubs. BHG.com/FabulousBathtubs

14 beautiful kitchens
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STYLE DEFINED
by debra steilen

Tuscan Kitchens
Celebrate the textures and
colors of the Mediterranean
with these earthy spaces.

16 beautiful kitchens
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STYLE DEFINED

get the look

Scrolled metal detailing and
large translucent candle covers
give this chandelier its grand but
gracious presence. From the King’s
Table Collection, the 33-inch-long
fixture comes in an Antique Forged
Iron finish. 6-light single-tier
chandelier ($1,048). Feiss;
feiss.com

TUSCAN KITCHENS welcome you home with an inviting mix of vibrant hues and
aged patinas inspired by the Italian landscape. Traditional-style cabinets feature
distressed-wood construction and handsome metal hardware with a weathered
finish. Other surfaces look beautifully aged, too, from plaster-look walls to terracotta backsplash tiles and tumbled-stone ﬂoor pavers. Exposed ceiling beams
and wrought-iron light fixtures tap into Tuscan’s rustic side. For a more elegant
approach, incorporate polished limestone or granite countertops and satin-nickel
faucets and light fixtures.

SALVAGED STYLE

Page 16: Antique backsplash tiles add vibrant color to a
kitchen in which every detail exhibits old-world character.
A handsome stone-look mantel frames an antique cast-iron
fireback, visually converting a contemporary range into an
age-old hearth. A rugged kitchen ﬂoor showcases vintage
terra-cotta tiles and reclaimed barnwood. Ample storage
comes in the form of new glazed cabinets with oil-rubbed
bronze hardware, a contrasting island, and a rebuilt
century-old breakfront tucked into a nearby niche.

SIMPLE AND AUTHENTIC

Left: From honed limestone ﬂoor tiles to hand-scraped
wood ceiling beams and a wrought-iron chandelier, this
Tuscan kitchen celebrates texture and patina. The island’s
distressed look highlights its traditional styling, while darkstained perimeter cabinets add a touch of elegance. Terracotta rope tiles on the range hood and bas-relief backsplash
tiles add appropriate old-world touches.

SIMPLE PLEASURES

Opposite top: Clearly inﬂuenced by Italy’s reputation for
simple but memorable food and wine, this kitchen boasts
a massive farm-table-style island with colossal turned legs
and open storage for rustic accents. The island’s alder wood
construction and limestone counter are classic design
features that will become more beautiful as they age.
Painted cabinets with glazed detailing add a warmly elegant
backdrop, as does the custom copper range hood with
handmade bronze straps.

ELEGANT OUTLOOK

Opposite bottom: Taking cues from Tuscan landscapes,
this kitchen’s dining area teams olive-green glazed
cabinetry with terra-cotta tiles and the textured browns
of wicker and wood. Together with the mix of colors and
finishes, the storage unit’s staggered upper cabinets, glass
panels, and open shelves enhance the masquerade of a
room furnished one piece at a time. Rugged ceiling beams,
stucco walls, and a massive pendant framed in wrought iron
complement the casual European farmhouse look.
18 beautiful kitchens
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Keys to Tuscan Style
From kitchens and baths to bedrooms
and living rooms, visit BHG.com/
TuscanDesign for ways to bring warm
Tuscan style into every room.

get the look

Add patina with mosaic tiles from
the Baba Chic collection styled from
the shores of the Mediterranean. Muted,
geometric patterns and individually
hand-cut pieces of stone deliver a
Tuscan presence. Mahdia honed
limestone mosaic ($120 per
square foot). Country Floors;
countryﬂoors.com.
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STYLE DEFINED

get the look

Invoke the bucolic charm and
earthy palette of the Tuscan
countryside with this faucet, shown
in English Bronze. The elegant
curves and finish complement
rustic lighting choices. Perrin &
Rowe single-hole lever faucet
with side spray ($1,903).
Rohl; rohlhome.com

HEIRLOOM ATTITUDE

Left: Nearly black perimeter cabinets display a handbrushed, layered finish and handmade hardware that
enhance their timeworn persona. The lighter island and
honey-stained mantel add to the illusion of an unfitted
kitchen. A marble-tiled backsplash glows with Tuscany’s
sun-kissed warmth, the result of using rubbed-on wax
(which seeps into hairline cracks) to age the tiles’ surface.
Handcrafted collectibles complete the transformation.

RUSTIC AND RECLAIMED

Below left: Authenticity and unfussy elegance were the
twin goals for this Tuscan kitchen crafted from salvaged
materials. Above the range, a herringbone-pattern
backsplash of antique bricks is framed by reclaimed Barr
limestone with a patina only centuries of time can create.
Antique French-oak cabinets conceal modern amenities
with warmth. Arched windows, a marble-topped furniturestyle island, and a rough-hewn pot rack give the kitchen
patina, character, and uncontrived charm.

TIMELESS DESIGN

Opposite: Typical of Tuscan kitchens, this one promotes
lingering with its matte-finish surfaces; use of tile, wood,
and metal; and warm colors. The kitchen’s focal point
is a cooktop grotto created by alternating tile patterns,
changing cabinet elevations, and pushing out a wall.
Forged-iron pendants point the way to a 10-foot-long
kitchen island. The alder wood island’s casual attitude
comes from a dramatically thick limestone countertop and
shuttered doors.

Elements of
Tuscan style
• Warm, rich colors inspired by the Italian landscape
• Traditional cabinets with distressed or glazed surfaces
• A handsome range area with a hearthlike presence
• Countertops of limestone, granite, marble, or wood
• Metal hardware and faucets with timeworn finishes
• Walls that resemble old stucco or Venetian plaster
• Rustic tile ﬂoors and backsplashes
• Exposed wood ceiling beams
• Wrought-iron light fixtures

20 beautiful kitchens
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Specialty
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From creating cozy rooms your family loves to linger in, to making decadent
desserts ... or redoing the kitchen to planting a backyard paradise ... Now you can SAVE BIG
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WHAT’S BEAUTIFUL

writer cathy long

Elemental Style
Invigorate your kitchen
and bath with the simple
pleasures and natural beauty
of warm woods, cool metals,
and earthy stones.

Decorate with energy and
movement through the spiky
stems, ﬂuttering metallic
sheets, and handcrafted
iron frame of this artistic
light fixture. Poetry pendant
(starting at $1,738). Corbett
Lighting; corbettlighting.com

BHG.com/KitchenBath
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Metal

WHAT’S BEAUTIFUL

3

1

1. A fretwork base of gilded
iron topped with ivory faux
shagreen leather makes a
subtly sophisticated accent
for the bath. Bunching table
9651 ($1,005). Pearson;
pearsonco.com

2

2. Instantly add patina
and age-old beauty to
your backsplash with
the antiqued, mirrored,
hand-silvered finish of
this beveled-edge tile.
Charleston collection (price
upon request). Artistic Tile;
artistictile.com
3. Recapture the industrial
look of the 1930s with
this laboratory-inspired
vanity. 1930s Laboratory
stainless-steel double vanity
sink ($3,695). Restoration
Hardware; rh.com
4. Traditional turns modern
with the silvery sheen
on this classic pattern.
Contemporary Restyled
Malabar wallpaper (price
upon request). Cole & Son;
cole-and-son.com
5. Simply press the central
button to switch between
two invigorating spray types.
Raindance Select S 240
showerhead (starting
at $480). Hansgrohe;
hansgrohe.com
6. Brighten your cabinets
with lustrous hardware.
Ribbon & Reed pull ($76),
Quatrafoil knob ($39),
Emerald knob ($35).
Rocky Mountain Hardware;
rockymountainhardware.com

4

5

6

7. Turn up the heat with an
eye-catching hammered
metallic finish—choose from
silvers, golds, or coppers—
on your pro-style range.
Textures Premium Copper
Vein 48-inch range (price
upon request). BlueStar;
bluestarcooking.com
8. Customize this faucet by
selecting from 38 finishes,
including an opulent
24-karat gold. Venetian
single-hole bar faucet
($648–$1,480). Watermark;
watermark-designs.com

8

Indulge in metal’s
many forms
and textures for
glamorous shine.
7
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Wood

WHAT’S BEAUTIFUL

1

4
5

1

1. Add grace and elegance
to kitchen cabinetry with a
decorative corbel. Shown
in maple, additional wood
types are available. Hearst
Morgan medium corbel
($251). Enkeboll Designs;
enkeboll.com
2. For a modern take on
primitive design, this
faux bois wallpaper has
graphic appeal. Vertical Half
Squiggle ($49 per roll). York
Wallcoverings; yorkwall.com
3. Welcome history into your
home with a vanity from
this collection, available in
four finishes (whitewash
is shown) and made from
reclaimed barns, barracks,
and fencing. Americana
Vanity (price upon request).
Native Trails; nativetrails.net

2
3

4. The ageless imperfections
in this salvaged ﬂooring add
to its natural beauty and
charm. Old Wood ﬂooring
(starting at $632 per square
meter). Devon & Devon;
devon-devon.com
5. Host your own tasting with
a customized island that’s
inﬂuenced by the celebrated
wine regions of Italy. Napoli
Wine Island (starting at
$11,995). Habersham Home;
habershamhome.com
6. The tree rings on top of
this elegant wood-and-brass
barstool resonate with a
rhythmic beauty. Flor Stool
by Sharon Sides ($2,450).
Bespoke Global;
bespokeglobal.com

6

7

8
7. Get a feel for wood grain
with these bronze or nickel
knobs and pulls. Madera
collection (prices upon
request). Spectra Decor;
spectradecor.com
8. The whimsical shape of
this six-light chandelier
boasts a washed wood
finish. Simplicity chandelier
($1,200). Currey & Company;
curreyandcompany.com
9. Reclaimed teak ﬁnds a
new home in the kitchen or
bath through this fresh take
on the penny-round mosaic.
AnTeak Collection ($18–$40
per square foot). Walker
Zanger; walkerzanger.com

Embrace
the earthy
simplicity of
natural and
faux wood
accents.
9
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S tone

WHAT’S BEAUTIFUL

3

1. Tiny tiles create a
captivating circular mosaic
in a refined neutral palette
of varied stones. Piccolino
Interlocking Circle mosaic
($191–$228 per square foot).
Ann Sacks; annsacks.com
2. Round out your bath decor
with a colorful lava stone
sink. Hoodoo lava stone
basin sink (around $3,000).
Pyrolave; pyrolave.com
3. Bands of metal give this
spectacular stone range
hood a tailored feel. Everest
range hood (price upon
request). Francois & Co;
francoisandco.com
4. Fluid motion and Moorishinspired design combine
in this marble and stone
mosaic. Talya collection
(price upon request). Country
Floors; countryﬂoors.com

1
2

5. It only takes the ﬂip
of a switch to capture the
Earth’s inner glow with
this beautiful sconce. Rock
Crystal sconce ($2,247).
Marjorie Skouras Design;
marjorieskourasdesign.com
6. Nothing says timeless
style like an elegant
waterfall edge on a marble
countertop. Price and
availability vary by location;
contact your local fabricator.

4

5

Stone blends
durable structure
with delicate
detailing crafted
over time.

7. Add earthy drama to
an accent wall with the
varied colors and textures
of a ledgestone-style
veneer. True Stack
($7 per square foot).
Ply Gem; plygemstone.com

6
7

8. Keep the beauty of stone
close at hand with the onyx
accents on this bath faucet.
Amedee basin set with green
onyx stone inserts ($2,966).
Kallista; kallista.com
9. The natural simplicity
and elegance of stone shine
in this organically shaped
Carrara marble tub. Papillon
tub ($28,850). Stone Forest;
stoneforest.com

8

9
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SPECIAL SPACES
by debra steilen

High-Style Hosting

Raise a glass to built-in beverage
centers that make entertaining look
easy with their stylish amenities.

Opposite: Charcoal gray cabinets, X-motif muntins, satinnickel hardware, and honey-color onyx counters give this
beverage center an elegant attitude befitting its connection
to a formal dining room. Below: An undercounter wine fridge
chills wine and beer, while clear glass shelves keep barware
on display and easy to access. Right: Storing glasses
upside-down ensures dust-free interiors. Cubbies keep red
wines horizontal, and a wine chiller stores whites at ideal
temperatures; refrigerator drawers below it hold mixers.

You’ve come a long waY since Hosting
a party was defined by the letters “BYOB.” So show
the world you’ve evolved by adding a well-appointed
beverage center to your home.
Today’s beverage centers range from spacious butler’s
pantries plumbed for partying to cabinetry set up like
sideboards, with base cabinets just wide enough to hold
small wine chillers. At either extreme—and in between—
homeowners benefit from stylish entertaining zones with
storage for party staples and the unspoken go-ahead for
guests to serve themselves.
Understanding her clients’ entertaining style is the
beginning of the beverage-center design process, says
Susan Serra, a certified kitchen designer in New York and
author of the blog The Kitchen Designer (www.thekitchen
designer.org). “Do they simply want to enjoy a drink after
BHG.com/KitchenBath

the kids are in bed? Or do they entertain two to three
times a month?” Serra says. “It’s lifestyle preferences like
these that determine the amount of real estate devoted
to the beverage center, as well as the amenities.”
And that’s why the best location for a beverage center
varies by household. Some centers are tucked into a
corner—or take over an entire wall—of the kitchen.
Others are found in transitional spaces next to kitchens
or family rooms. Serra has included beverage centers in
media rooms—at one end of a long wall of cabinetry—
and in stand-alone armoires that hide their contents until
the doors open.
No matter where they live, beverage centers rate an
extra level of polish because of their public personas.
Serra recommends diferentiating beverage-center
cabinets from those in the kitchen by choosing a special
beautiful kitchens & baths | spring 2014 31

special spaces

Opposite: White-lacquered wood paneling provides an
exquisite disguise for a living room’s fully-stocked beverage
center. When the paneled doors are pushed back into the
wall, it’s time to party. Below: Frameless walnut cabinets
camoufage this beverage center. Cabinet interiors are lined
in quilted fabric that adds a look of luxury. Right: Handsome
wrought-iron-and-glass doors open to a wine room—a
European-inspired space enhanced with texture and patina.

finish, distinctive crown molding or base moldings, or a
diferent door style or hardware. Carter Kay and Nancy
Hoof (owner and lead designer, respectively, for Carter
Kay Interiors in Atlanta) often bling things up. “We like
to add a little extra sparkle, something a little more
whimsical, fun, elegant, or unusual,” Kay says. “In other
words, something that visually changes your perception
of the area you’re in—even if you’re still in the kitchen.”
Give the area extra panache by adding a wine chiller;
they range from undercounter units with 18-bottle
capacities to 6-foot-high models that hold 178 bottles
or more. You may also want an undercounter fridge
or refrigerator drawers for water, soda, and garnishes;
refrigerated storage for craft beers; a home soda maker; a
dishwasher (full-size or drawers); and an icemaker.
Other beverage center design ideas? Glass-front upper
cabinets and stemware racks showcase fancy glasses.
Open shelves display liquor bottles and cocktail shakers.
Base cabinets store hosting staples. Drawers round
up bar tools and napkins. Small sinks add convenient
cleanup capabilities. Lighting (low-voltage or otherwise)
helps create a mood.
“My beverage center has a lamp sitting on the corner,”
Hoof says. “It says, ‘You’re welcome to hang out here.’”
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How to Store Wine

Wine is more fragile than you might think. Store and age it properly with
these simple tips.
• Keep wine cool. Heat is wine’s biggest
enemy, so store bottles at 45–65°F
(some experts say 55°F is ideal).
• Maintain the humidity level at
50–80 percent. Drier air damages corks;
damp conditions may promote mold.
• Store wine in the dark to avoid ultraviolet
rays; they can degrade bottle contents.
• Place bottles on their sides or upside
down to keep corks moist and prevent
oxidation.

• Organize your collection with a system
(paper or digital) that tracks what you
own, when each bottle was purchased,
how long you stored wines before
opening them, and whether you enjoyed
the results.
• Use a wine refrigerator to keep selected
bottles suitable for serving.
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Situating the grand
window cornice and range
hood on adjacent walls
encourages the eye to
move around the room
rather than land on a
single focal point.

American
Classic
Elegant millwork and
furniturelike details
imbue a new kitchen
with the spirit of a
historic home.
by margaret zainey roux | photos werner straube
field editor megan chaffin
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“The most important thing a designer can do
for his clients is to help give their new home an
old soul,” interior designer Jef Jones says. Jones
and builder Jay Riordan did just that when they
collaborated on Jennifer and Dominic Data’s
Pennsylvania Dutch-style home in Western
Springs, Illinois.
“The Datas have a deep appreciation for
character and authenticity,” Jones says. “They’re
a young couple, but they revere traditional
American design, so we turned to history for
inspiration in the kitchen. The gray-green color
we chose for the walls is similar to one that
was popular in Colonial times but has since
been tweaked to become more compatible
with today’s decor. Soft white trim brightens
the room and highlights the exquisite custom
cabinetry and millwork that recall the simple
elegance of an Early American home.”
In an era when built-ins have replaced the
cupboards and sideboards of bygone days,
the Datas sought cabinetry that would marry
old-fashioned form with modern-day function.
To achieve this, Riordan designed units to
exude a furniturelike feel yet provide all the
conveniences of contemporary cabinetry. Base
cabinets feature raised panels and balusterstyle columns that disguise amenities including
the microwave, espresso machine, and water
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Opposite: Builder Jay Riordan went above and beyond
custom panels to camoufage the refrigerator. He also
fanked it with glass-front cabinets and topped the entire
unit with crown molding to create an armoire-like efect.
Above: A porcelain farm sink and polished-nickel bridge
faucet add to the kitchen’s classically chic vibe.
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“soft white trim brightens the room and highlights
the exquisite custom cabinetry and millwork.”
Jef Jones
designer

filtration system. Upper cabinets store and
display cherished pewter and pottery collections
behind glass fronts with gently curved muntins
styled to mimic the sidelights fanking a
Federal-style front door. At the heart of the
space is the gracious gray island, used for food
prep and serving as well as lunches on the go.
The branchlike veining of its Calacatta Gold
countertop plays of the woodland views visible
from the adjoining breakfast room. But the real
crown jewels of this kitchen are the wooden
clipped-corner cornice that reigns above the
perimeter windows and farm sink and the stately
mantel-style hood that tops the 60-inch range.
“Every kitchen must have a sink and a stove,
but the artisanal details of the cornice and range
hood command all the attention and defect
from the utilitarian components beneath them,”
Jones says. “Centuries ago, kitchens didn’t
have professional-grade appliances or fancy
storage options. But they did have wainscoting,
moldings, and various trims, all handcrafted
from honest materials. The Data kitchen has
both—making it perfectly suited for today and
for tomorrow, and for another 10 years from
now. It truly defnes what it means to be classic.”
ResouRces Begin on Page 122.

Above: “It was a miracle to have found such a perfect
slab,” interior designer Jef Jones says of the island’s
Calacatta Gold marble countertop. “The veining is
just the right shade of gray and introduces an organic
element into the room.” Right: For multitasking mom
Jennifer Data, the small chef’s ofice of the kitchen
was a “must-have” for organization and extra storage.
Opposite: Hand-glazed with a custom crackle finish, the
porcelain subway tiles and herringbone-pattern inset on
the backsplash support the monochromatic color scheme
while adding visual and tactile interest.
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DESIGNER INSIGHTS

Meticulous Millwork

Builder Jay Riordan oﬀers tips for taking trim
to the next level.
• Use an artistic approach. View millwork as
art—it’s an investment that can elevate a room
from ordinary to extraordinary and can complete
your customized look.
• Go with the ﬂow. Keep the scale and tone of
millwork consistent throughout the kitchen and
adjoining rooms for a cohesive look. If you’re
renovating an older home, take cues from the original
architecture when it comes to selecting trim.
• Finish strong. Look beyond the aesthetics.
High-quality materials, knowledgeable
craftspeople, and experienced installers can be
the diﬀerence between building your dream
kitchen and creating a design disaster.

Left: Custom cabinetry makes the most of a small
space between the refrigerator and the beverage
center. Below: The beverage center includes a
microwave and coﬀeemaker that hide behind doors
when not in use. Opposite: The octagon-shape
breakfast room is designed to capture natural light
and woodland views from multiple vantage points.
Its unique coﬀered ceiling boasts richly stained
V-groove paneling.
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Factory Finish

Traditional industrial materials help modernize
a kitchen while respecting its history.
by jorge s. arango | photos john granen | field editor linda humphrey

Early-20th-century
factories and warehouses
were the inspiration for
this contemporary kitchen,
which artfully combines
steel, stone, and wood for
an industrial-chic look that
doesn’t feel cold.
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Gay Gilmore believes in kismet. After she and
husband Troy Hakala sold the popular recipe
website they had built and became pregnant with
their third child, they decided two things: first,
that they would buy a house near good Seattle
schools in which to raise their family; and second,
that Troy, a passionate home brewer, would go
into artisanal beer production. Then a circa-1909
Capitol Hill property built for Andrew Hemrich—
cofounder of the city’s famous Rainier brewery—
came onto the market. It was destiny.
The kitchen was filled with baronial details—
dark millwork, corbels, ornate moldings—that,
while handsome, “reminded me of a very aged
church rectory,” designer Nancy Burfiend says.
The homeowners hired Olson Kundig Architects
to open the 372-square-foot space to the adjacent
dining room on one side and, on the other side,
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convert an enclosed porch into a contiguous family
room. “I didn’t want a separate eat-in area,” Gay
says. “We’re very informal people. I wanted it
totally open so we could all be together in a large
space.” Removing drop ceilings that had been
installed just under 8 feet high also gained 2 extra
feet of height.
Burfiend was tasked with modernizing the
reconfigured space, while remaining true to the
home’s 100-year-old spirit. The kitchen was a
Above: A rolling blackened-steel door slides to conceal
a pantry. To the left of the pantry is a butler’s pantry
with a wet bar. Both spaces were converted from old
service quarters and passageways in the circa-1909 home.
Opposite: Thin steel shelves cross the large windows
above the sink, providing creative open storage without
blocking the view. Countertops are Absolute Black granite.

blank slate, featuring only a steel barn-style door
that rolled across the opening to a food pantry
(formerly a stairway). A converted butler’s pantry
(formerly a servants’ hall) shared the same wall.
“Our goal,” Gay says, “was to make the kitchen
look at frst glance as if it had always been there.”
Burfiend took a page from early-20th-century
industrial interiors. “When you think of turnof-the-century warehouses and factories, they
would have used halothane-style pendant lighting,
marble, steel, and stone,” she says. Indeed, these
are showcased in the fixtures over the island,
the marble-wrapped island itself, stainless- and
blackened-steel kitchen equipment and shelving,
and the honed Bleu Chinois limestone foor.
The designer also selected details that straddled
eras. Gay wanted an apron-front sink, Burfiend
says, “but a classic farm sink wouldn’t have
BHG.com/KitchenBath

worked.” So the designer chose one that interprets
the form in contemporary stainless steel. Similarly,
the nickel scoop pulls on the drawers have modern
squared profles rather than retro-looking rounded
edges. Instead of standard-issue ceramic subway
tiles on the backsplashes, glass tiles bring in an
updated quality of transparency.
Troy is still searching for a building to set up his
boutique beer production. In the meantime, he has
a space at home not unlike—you guessed it—a very
stylish staf kitchen at a microbrewery.
ResouRces Begin on Page 122.

Opposite: The pro-style range and hefty stainless-steel
hood are balanced by a backsplash of softly colored glass
tiles—a modern twist on classic subway tile. Above: The
square-edged Calacatta marble countertop wraps down
the island’s side for a waterfall-like efect that highlights
the stone’s beauty.
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“I wanted it to
read as a kitchen,
not hide the
refrigerator
behind a panel or
stash my knives
in a drawer.”
Gay Gilmore
homeowner

DESIGNER INSIGHTS

Shelf Consciousness

Custom blackened-steel shelving across
the sink windows forms an unexpected
focal point in this kitchen. Some things
to consider if you opt for this look:
• Think about proportion. This
treatment doesn’t work with small
windows. It requires ample natural
backlighting from large openings to avoid
feeling claustrophobic. And the ceiling
height should be at least 9½ feet, designer
Nancy Burfiend says.
• Choose the right material. Because
the shelves traverse a long span, it’s
important to pick a sturdy material, such
as metal. Glass is diﬃcult to keep clean,
and wood has to be thick to avoid sagging,
which might block more light.

Opposite: The sleek butler’s pantry, which
includes a prep sink and two undercounter
refrigerators, provides additional storage
and prep space outside the main work
area. Top right: A double refrigerator
with a glass front on one side enhances
the industrial-chic vibe. Top, far right:
Red knobs add pizzazz to the commercialstyle stainless-steel range. Above: A steel
shelf behind the range keeps cooking
supplies close at hand. Above right: For
the custom wood drawers in the island,
the homeowners splurged on scoop pulls
with a more angular, squared-oﬀ proﬁle—
an updated version of old rounded cup
pulls. Right: The ﬂexible-hose faucet isn’t
something you would have found in an
early-20th-century factory, yet it fits in here
because of its commercial-kitchen vibe.
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• Reinforce the span. Sweeping
horizontal shelves need to be properly
reinforced. Here, that’s done at the ends
and on the vertical window mullions.
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Distinctive details in
the French-inspired
kitchen include hexagonal
travertine tiles on the foor,
reclaimed and distressed
woods, and burlap shades
on large pendant lights.
Display cabinets anchor
the room’s character.

French
Translation
Rustic features
show of their
sophisticated side
in this charming
European-style
kitchen.
writer and field editor lisa mowry | photos emily j. followill
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“Interior designer Dan Carithers gave me great
advice when we bought this house: Move in and
live with it for a while, because your family lifestyle
will dictate your space,” homeowner Jill Nunnally
recalls. A decade later, she knew just what he
meant—and just what she wanted. “We realized
the kitchen was defnitely the focal point of our
house,” she says. “And we wanted to get it right.”
In terms of aesthetics, the pull toward French
style was inescapable, says Jill, a designer herself.
After 10 years spent researching materials,
cabinetry ideas, and colors, “I knew I wanted both
painted and stained cabinets, with chicken wire
incorporated in the design, as well as an island
with the feeling of furniture,” she says. “I also liked
thick limestone countertops.”
The house was already decidedly French, but
the challenge was to give the kitchen a fresh
interpretation and modern features for Jill,
her husband, Talbot, and their three children.
Jill enlisted architect Linda MacArthur, who
incorporated many of the elements from the
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original kitchen—arched doorways, casement
windows, and reclaimed beams—in a new, larger
version located in an addition of the back of the
house that also includes a breakfast room and a
family room.
Maximizing natural light and views helped the
kitchen layout fall into place. “Once we determined
where the windows would go, then that dictated
the sink placement, and the work triangle could be
planned,” MacArthur says. To give the back wall
a strong presence, she and kitchen designer Jane
Hollman centered the range as the focal point, with
windows on either side that look out to the pool.
A color palette of soft cream and gray adds to the
French vibe. Perimeter cabinets are furniturelike
Opposite: A custom hood wrapped in old beams
continues the old-world feeling. Casement windows open
to the backyard. Above: A hand-painted design on the
island adds to the kitchen’s already rich patina of stained
blue-gray cabinetry and a dark concrete countertop.
Display cabinets soften the corners and continue the arch
motif seen in doorways.
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Left: Wood planks on the breakfast room walls continue
around the refrigerator. Reclaimed-wood beams on the
ceiling also link the two rooms. Below: Instead of glass,
chicken-wire mesh brings a country French detail to
the upper cabinets. Opposite: Custom base cabinets
resemble heirloom furniture, with intricate carvings and a
rich walnut stain. As contrast, lighter upper cabinets in a
distressed ﬁnish bring a less-formal style to the room.

with their stained wood and carved details. Upper
cabinets are cream, and the island complements
the other elements with its sophisticated gray-blue.
“We like to use the three-color tones in our French
and European kitchens, because the contrast gives
it that unﬁtted look and feel,” MacArthur says.
To make the island stand out even more, Jill
commissioned a hand-painted design on its
sides, based on a decorative motif she had seen
on a French chest. Similarly, the homeowner
wanted lighting more special than the recessed
ﬁxtures needed for a well-lit cooking area.
When she spotted oversize burlap shades at a
local warehouse, Jill knew she’d found another
important accessory for the kitchen.
“I love burlap,” she says. “The texture, color, and
relaxed feeling add so much to the room. … And for
symmetry, I knew we needed to have two.”
With three teenagers and their friends going in
and out, the kitchen’s rustic elements had to not
only look good, but also take some wear and tear.
Concrete and limestone counters, travertine-tile
ﬂoors, and cabinets already with a few dings in
them actually look better over time. In another
10 years, this kitchen may need a few tweaks, but
its timeless look should still be a standout.
RESOURCES BEGIN ON PAGE 122.
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DESIGNER INSIGHTS

French Flair

Architect Linda MacArthur shares her strategies for
bringing a touch of France to your own kitchen.
• Create an unfitted look. Consider furniturelike
cabinets, chicken-wire inserts, and a mix of finishes.
• Embrace natural materials. Stone ﬂoor tiles,
concrete or limestone countertops, and reclaimed-wood
ceiling beams add rustic character.
• Bring in subtle color. Painted or glazed cabinets in
muted earthy hues infuse a space with warmth.

It's All in the Details
Furniturelike details on the cabinetry give this
kitchen its cozy character. Visit BHG.com/
CabinetDetails for more elegant accents.

This photo: Treated like
a piece of furniture, the
island is designed for
seating on one side and
food prep and cleanup on
the other, with storage
cabinets at either end.
Opposite: Two pendants
illuminate the island,
providing ample light for
the work space or, when
dimmed, a romantic glow.

Balanced
Beauty
A designer boldly stretches his own notion

of symmetry in laying out a special kitchen.
by mervyn kaufman | photos michael partenio | field editor anna molvik
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Below: A brushed-nickel apron-front sink is cut into the island’s honed
Carrara marble countertop and paired with tall faucets and a soap
dispenser in polished chrome. Bottom: Two finishes work to create
subtle drama on this focal-point range. The metallic mix complements
the room’s faucets, fixtures, and appliances. Opposite: A custom
stainless-steel range hood was designed to fit the measurements of the
French-made range.

I

“I’m a big fan of having balance and symmetry
without being a slave to either,” says kitchen
designer Robert Bakes of Bakes & Co. His work in
a new 6,000-square-foot house in East Hampton,
New York, is a testament to his preferences and his
sense of style.
The house, designed by Anderson Campanella
Architects, suits the lifestyle of two empty
nesters who enjoy entertaining family and
friends making weekend visits to their storied
vacation community. Although the kitchen has a
sunny contemporary feel, the rest of the house
is more eclectic. According to interior designer
Diane Romanowski, who worked closely with
the homeowners to select furniture, fabrics, and
accents throughout, “the kitchen design marries
well with what was done in the rest of the house,
which also includes some wonderful antiques.”
The homeowners entrusted Bakes to re-create
the kind of design that initially attracted them
when they visited a number of showhouse kitchens
he had produced. However, they did give him a
very specifc wish list to work with and build on.
They wanted a kitchen that fowed neatly into
the dining area, a working desk that was part
of the space and related to the cabinet design,
and “an overall grand feeling that would not be
overpowering,” Bakes says.
Starting with ebony-stained oak fooring that
extends throughout the house, Bakes settled on
a very narrow palette—white with some gray and
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“I love to mix things
up—to get permission,
in a way, to be creative.”
Robert Bakes
kitchen designer

subtle walnut accents. He placed the steel range
and ventilation hood in a central spot and built his
symmetrical design around them. Other amenities,
positioned in overlapping work triangles,
include a built-in wall oven and microwave, two
dishwashers, a pullout waste bin, and a bar area
with its own sink and built-in wine cooler.
White Carrara marble tops the hand-painted
maple cabinets, which Bakes designed. “Their
style is transitional,” he says of the homeowners.
“We used an inset door and mortised hinge—
the highest possible construction technique for
cabinetry.” The polished-nickel knobs and handles
are also his designs.
Dominating the 21×24½-foot kitchen is a massive
island where the homeowners can make meals, do
cleanup, store kitchen essentials, grab breakfast,
or enjoy afternoon snacks. Three upholstered
counter-height stools oﬀer comfortable seating
outside the cooking zone. Glass orb pendants
above provide task lighting while reinforcing the
classic-yet-contemporary vibe.
The homeowners are thrilled with the result, as
are the design professionals who brought it about.
It is a “timeless design,” Romanowski says, “very
simply done but also very elegant.”
RESOURCES BEGIN ON PAGE 122.

DESIGNER INSIGHTS

The Big Island

It’s challenging to include a large-scale island in a kitchen of any
size without overwhelming the space. Kitchen designer Robert
Bakes shares his strategies for success.
• Give the island its own identity. Treat the island as a separate
piece of furniture, Bakes says, one that works “to create an
interesting visual without being a visual that fights with other
elements of the design.” To anchor this kitchen’s island visually,
Bakes wrapped nearly its entire base in molding—“all except where
your toes go, on the function side, where the sink is,” he says.

Opposite: Placed within the scope of the kitchen, the
home’s only dining area is next to the bar area. The tall
glass doors can be opened completely, making the dining
area feel like an airy extension of the patio. Above right:
The desk’s stained-walnut desktop contrasts with the
kitchen’s white counters and the dining table’s opaque
glass surface. A TV is set into cabinets above the desk.
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• Define diﬀerent zones. On the working side of the island, Bakes
placed the sink, dishwasher, and meal-prep area. Then he indented
the opposite side, cantilevering a section of marble countertop to
create a viable space for casual dining.
• Embrace symmetry. Bakes placed a storage cabinet at each short
end of the island, creating a kind of frame. Above the island, a pair
of pendants highlights the room’s carefully composed symmetry.
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Sleek fat-panel cabinets
finished in bold red
make a striking statement
in this modern North
Carolina kitchen.
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Drama
Lesson

Fearless color and crisp
finishes amp up the
style in this streamlined
modern kitchen.

by ann wilson | photos brie williams
field editor andrea caughey
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Contemporary design has its challenges, most
notably: How do you make a sleek, clean-lined
space visually exciting? For Judy and Bill Fore,
the answer was simple: Paint it red. Working with
residential designer Stephen Beili and interior
designer Traci Kearns, the Fores conceptualized
a bold, modern kitchen for their Black Mountain,
North Carolina, home that showcases a wall of
ﬂoor-to-ceiling cabinets crafted from riftsawn
red oak. The semitransparent red finish—created
with a combination of stains and dyes—reveals
the wood grain while making a dramatic color
statement.
“At ﬁrst we thought of having dark-gray cabinets,
but then I saw a red kitchen in a magazine and
knew that was it,” Judy says. “We wanted to use
what we had collected over the years, and since red
is my favorite color, it appears often in our artwork
and accessories.”
Although Judy had initially envisioned a more
traditional kitchen layout, Beili came up with the
idea of emphasizing a single wall and running the
cabinets all the way to the ceiling for maximum
impact. “The room had 9-foot ceilings, which
allowed us to put in that top tier of cabinets,”
he says. “By taking 24-inch-deep cabinets to the
ceiling and using ﬂat doors, the cabinets appear
as a solid structure that doesn’t intrude into the
space.” Their vibrant color, however, necessitated
some restraint in other fixtures and finishes.
“We didn’t want to go overboard,” Kearns says.
“The idea was to make the kitchen a focal point but
keep it cohesive with the dining and living areas.
So we opted for a simple stainless-steel backsplash
Opposite: Steel-front cabinets and a shimmering
stainless-steel backsplash turn the cooktop recess into a
focal point. Above right: Sculptural pendants outﬁtted
with halogen bulbs illuminate the island. Right: A
large niche next to the wall ovens accommodates the
homeowners’ favorite pieces of art.
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“At first we thought
of having dark-gray
cabinets, but then I
saw a red kitchen in
a magazine and
knew that was it.”
Judy Fore
homeowner

rather than busy tiles. We chose brushed-nickel
pendant lights that pop oﬀ the red cabinets, and
quartz countertops to give the large island a
lighter feel.”
The gray countertops pair perfectly with scored
concrete ﬂoors and stainless-steel appliances,
including double wall ovens, a dishwasher tucked
in the island near the sink, and a six-burner gas
cooktop framed by steel-front cabinets.
“I wanted the cooktop area to read as one
composition,” Beili says. “So we installed the
stainless-steel backsplash, range hood, and three
12-inch-deep wood cabinets clad in stainless steel
that step back from the other upper cabinets.”
The cooktop area partners with the spacious
island to create an eﬃcient work core. “The island
is the heart of our kitchen,” Judy says. “It’s where
Bill and I congregate, eat our meals, and entertain.”
The couple loves the way the kitchen looks
and functions. “It’s compact,” Judy says, “but by
utilizing every inch, we ﬁt in lots of storage
and style.”
RESOURCES BEGIN ON PAGE 122.

Above left: Understated cabinet pulls complement the
streamlined cabinets. Left: Small appliances stow neatly
in cubbies on the cooking side of the island to minimize
countertop clutter. Opposite: The main faucet and
smaller water filter are finished in brushed chrome to
further enhance the room’s contemporary aesthetic.
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designer insights

Color Coded

Bold color requires a deft touch. here are some tips for getting it right.
• Don’t overdo it. Too much color can
overwhelm a room. If you choose a dramatic
cabinet color, for example, it’s best to keep
other surfaces more neutral. In this kitchen,
the bold red cabinets pair with shades of
light gray for an energetic yet balanced look.
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• Consider lighting. Pale surfaces amplify
light; dark colors absorb it. To prevent a
dark-hue room from feeling gloomy, you
might need to add supplemental task and
ambient lighting.

• Create a focal point. In a sea of color, it’s
easy for your eye to get lost. A focal point—
such as a shapely range hood, a striking
backsplash, or a beautiful chandelier—allows
your eye to rest. In the Fores’ kitchen, the
stainless-steel cooktop niche achieves this
goal with contemporary fair.
beautiful kitchens & baths | spring 2014 67

Noticeably
Neutral
In the absence of color,
there’s a surplus of style
in this delightfully detailed
Texas kitchen.
by margaret zainey roux
photos werner straube
field editor megan chaffin
The island, with its distressed black fnish,
anchors the kitchen, while lighter tones in
the perimeter cabinetry and fooring, plus
cathedral ceilings that soar to 20 feet high,
make the space light and bright.
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Unlike the hidden
refrigerator, the sixburner pro-style range
is on full display,
bringing a distinctly
modern touch to the
otherwise old-worldinspired design.

F

Fashion editors have long said every wardrobe
needs a “little black dress”—a garment with such
enduring style and versatility that it can fit almost
any occasion. When it comes to dressing a kitchen,
builder Jef Seal says, nothing gives you that
kind of goes-with-anything fexibility more than
neutrals. “Whites and soft neutrals feel clean, look
classic, and transcend fads and design trends,” Seal
says. “I want my clients to enjoy their homes for
the long haul and not feel as though they have to
update or redecorate every couple of years.”
For the Lubbock, Texas, kitchen of JoAnn and
Benny Martin, Seal used warm whites to give the
340-square-foot space a more open feel and to
ofer a blank canvas where thoughtful architectural
details and custom millwork could become the
focus. Versailles-pattern travertine foors and
rough cedar ceiling beams set the framework
for a room accentuated with wood tones, ebony,
and copper.
At the heart of the Martins’ kitchen is a
travertine-topped prep island with pullout
storage and open shelving. Seal painted it black
to anchor the room, then distressed it by hand to
reveal its natural undertones and to complement
the warm honey-stained table beside it that folds
out for extra seating and serving space. For the
perimeter cabinetry, he used a light, creamy hue
to draw the eye outward and visually expand the
space. The cabinets’ combination of paneled and
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seeded-glass fronts adorned with varying styles
of copper hardware enhances the collected yet
cohesive look. Verde Labrador granite countertops
with a hint of color wrap around the room to
link base cabinets and the range wall. At the
professional-style range, wide bands of Seagrass
limestone fank a tumbled-travertine mosaic tile
backsplash. The 90-degree angles and sharp lines
of the backsplash create interesting contrast with
the soft slopes and serifs of the handcrafted plaster
range hood. Seal designed the hood to mimic the
fuid curve and trim at the top of the kitchen’s
main attraction—the custom refrigerator cabinet.
Inspired by an antique Provençal armoire, the
refrigerator cabinet doesn’t just disguise the face
of the appliance; it encases it with pantry storage
on both sides. Its elegant arched pediment and
distinctive cabinet fronts create the illusion
of a freestanding piece of furniture, but its
color maintains the streamlined efect of the
surrounding cabinetry. As a finishing touch, Seal
Above left: Delicate serifs and softly scalloped edges
accentuate the range hood’s curves. Above middle: The
scrollwork and acanthus leaves of the bronze light fxture
add to the kitchen’s Provençal appeal. Above right:
Seeded-glass door inserts and ornate copper hardware
dress up perimeter cabinets. To replicate a timeworn
patina, Seal hand-distressed cabinets and drawers at the
corners and along the edges, where natural wear would
have occurred over time.
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DESIGNER INSIGHTS

Cabinetry with Character

Exquisite cabinetry details can be the diﬀerence
between beautiful and blah. Here’s how builder Jeﬀ
Seal takes neutral to the next level.
• Elevate ﬁnishes. Hand-distress or glaze cabinets to
transform ordinary flat finishes into custom creations
with added dimension.

outfitted the bespoke creation with long, tapered
handles in the same copper finish as the rings and
pulls on the island and perimeter cabinetry.
“Hardware is like jewelry for cabinets,” Seal
says. “In a neutral kitchen, it can introduce a pop
of color, a bit of glamour, or that little something
extra that can make a diﬀerence between ordinary
and extraordinary.”
RESOURCES BEGIN ON PAGE 122.

• Mix light and dark tones. Juxtapose light perimeter
cabinetry with an island that’s richly painted or stained
to add depth and visual interest.
• Conceal appliances in style. Turn an ordinary
appliance into an architectural masterpiece with custom
cabinetry and panel overlays.
• Accessorize with hardware. Try diﬀerent styles in
the same finish for a collected yet cohesive look.

Above left: A custom table at the island oﬀers intimate
seating for two when closed or folds out to double its
width for entertaining. Above middle: A porcelain sink
and aged-bronze faucet play on the kitchen’s elegant
rusticity. Above right: The painted island gains character
when hand-distressed to reveal the wood’s natural
undertones. Opposite: Inspired by an antique Provençal
armoire, a large custom cabinet houses a refrigerator and
multiple pantries.
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Sunlit windows and light
surfaces visually balance
this dramatic kitchen’s
velvety charcoal-color
cabinets. The 48-inch aisles
enhance the spacious feel.
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Charcoal
Couture

Light and dark surfaces infuse
this old-world-style kitchen with
drama and warmth.
by jan soults walker | photos michael partenio
field editor stacy kunstel

Opposite: High-sheen glass mosaic tiles in mushroom,
white, and blue oﬀer color and sleek contrast to the
honed-granite countertop. The dark color of the wood
window muntins recalls steel casements typical of English
Tudors. Left: Custom cabinetry panels seamlessly
integrate the refrigerator into the overall design.
Below: The wrought-iron light fixture provides a stately
antique-style finish to the kitchen. Tortoiseshell-glass
shades and working clocks on both sides draw the eye.

B

Black appears judiciously as an accent in most
kitchens. But interior designer Anthony Como had
a much bolder vision for the spacious kitchen in a
new house overlooking Connecticut’s Farmington
Valley. “She was originally thinking white
cabinetry,” Como says, recalling conversations
with one of the owners. “But I said ‘Why not
create something dramatic and go really dark with
the cabinetry?’”
As a bonus, the rich, dark gray tone adeptly
underpins the style of the house. “I drove around
with the homeowners looking at old houses for
inspiration,” architect Jack Kemper says. “They
fell in love with the 1920s English Cotswold Tudor
style, which is romantic and dark by nature.”
It’s the perfect environment for homeowners
who love to cook and to gather friends and family
to help with meal prep. A roomy ﬂoor plan with
extra-wide aisles and two islands creates a spacious
feel that oﬀsets the dark cabinetry. “The island
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closest to the cleanup sink is for meal prep, with
the outside island used for serving,” Kemper says.
“This allows people to pass between islands and
oﬀers more places for helpers to stand and visit.”
Oversize windows balance the dark hues. “We
purposely positioned the sink window so it faces
due east, bringing in as much morning light as
possible,” Kemper says.
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Left: Diamond-shape muntins in glass-front upper
cabinets echo the new home’s 1920s Tudor style while
revealing glimpses of white pottery to lighten the look.
Below: Marble tops both islands and accommodates
one homeowner’s love of baking. Deep decorative
edges give the marble slabs a grand, substantive look.
Opposite: Stone matching the home’s exterior appears
on the range wall for a rustic, old-world touch of texture.

Light surfaces provide additional visual relief:
white marble on the islands, pale granite on
perimeter countertops, and sandy-hue porcelain
tile fooring. Backsplashes combine earth tones and
subtle color. “The stone on the backsplash behind
the range borrows from the home’s exterior and
works with the honed-granite countertops for an
old-world feel,” Como says. “The mosaics on the
remaining backsplashes have a hint of color set of
by a high sheen for a nice mix of fnishes.”
Enhancing the old-world look are vintagestyle chrome faucets and simple detailing on the
cabinets, including diamond-shape muntins, futed
pilasters, and extra-deep crown moldings.
“The kitchen is just so classic,” Como says. “The
homeowners didn’t want it overly done—simple,
pretty details give the dark cabinets understated
elegance, and the mix of textures makes the room
feel great.”
ResouRces Begin on Page 122.
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Textural Tricks

Interior designer Anthony Como introduces texture
in the kitchen “to create interest without being
overdone,” he says. Follow his lead for adding
tactile style.
• Bring in the outside. A rustic stone veneer used
on the home’s exterior makes an encore appearance
behind the range.
• Choose a honed finish. Granite countertops in this
kitchen are honed, not polished, for an earthy look
that complements the stone backsplash.
• Create contrast. As a counterpoint to the
rough stone, glass mosaic tiles add sleekness and
subtle color.
• Fool the eye. Porcelain foor tiles mimic wood. The
herringbone pattern lends additional texture.
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Grand
Gestures

Creative constructions
fashion a singular kitchen
that stays in step with a
couple’s changing lifestyle.
by ann wilson | photos gordon beall
field editor sandra l. mohlmann
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An exercise in opposites,
this kitchen artistically
assembles refined forms
and rustic finishes. The
island features traditional
cabinets embellished with
unconventional concrete
side panels and a back
clad in painted rough-sawn
horizontal boards.

W

When kids fy the coop or retirement appears
on the horizon, self-aware homeowners update
their spaces to suit their evolving lifestyle needs.
Such was the case when a Charlotte couple said
“so long” to their adult children and “hello” to a
renovated kitchen where the pretty trumps the
merely practical and revelry is the new routine.
“As recent empty nesters, the owners were ready
for their grown-up kitchen,” says architect Ken
Pursley, who redesigned the 1980s space with the
help of associate Craig Dixon. “We approached
it first from aesthetics, creating a beautiful space
that would inspire them. We geared the design
toward entertaining.”
Before bringing in the bling, the architects
reconfigured the 17×20-foot kitchen so that those
working at the island sinks and those relaxing at
the banquette could take in views of each other and
the home’s courtyard. They incorporated a pantry
to house refrigerators and act as a secondary staging
and cleanup station. With the layout finalized,
Pursley piled layers of luxurious materials, unique
objects and artwork, and classic and contemporary
elements to fashion distinctive digs.
“The owners are avid art collectors and extensive
travelers,” Pursley says. “We wanted the kitchen to
refect their eclectic yet worldly exposure … and to
give them space for placing and showcasing their
precious things. We incorporated lots of visual
white space and used gray in all its glory to create a
calm palette that was crisp without going cold.”
Calacatta marble surfaces and ornate crystal
light fixtures partner with sleek stainless-steel
cabinets for a sophisticated, transitional design.
Top: Prismatic sconces with vintage forms and weathered
patinas add distinction to work and eating areas. Above
right: Crafted from stainless-steel slats, this sleek
structure hides range vents and task lighting. Right:
Curvaceous poured concrete forms were treated with
baking soda, which creates pitting and causes color
pigments to take on interesting patterns. Opposite: Tall
stainless-steel cabinets and a sweeping range hood create
an alcove that frames a pro-style range.
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Grand-gesture structures, such as formally
upholstered cabinet doors, a beam-pattern ceiling,
a sculptural range hood, and a centerpiece island
with the look of a salvaged relic, make it clear
that this kitchen is as much a work of art as it
is a functioning, entertaining-ready work space.
The soft furnishings in the adjacent eating area
gracefully moderate the room’s edgier elements
and keep the space from appearing too industrial.
This arresting interplay of striking surface
treatments, posh textures, and progressive profiles
perfectly satisﬁes the homeowners’ desire for a
design that appears crafted and collected rather
than simply purchased. “We wanted the overall
design to be clean, smart, and sophisticated
without being sterile,” Pursley says. “So for
every modern gesture, we counteracted it with
a decorative one. It is elegant without being
pretentious. Like the homeowners, the kitchen is
sophisticated and very approachable.”
RESOURCES BEGIN ON PAGE 122.

Above left: Dresserlike door pulls, crystal light fixtures,
and upholstered doors produce furnished-room appeal.
Top: Designed as a backstage work area, the pantry
provides prep and cleanup stations and houses the
refrigerator/freezer and wine cooler. Above: Bronze
nailheads create a handsome pattern on custom cabinet
doors. Opposite: Convivial conversation and everyday
dining take place in the eating area, which features a long
bench seat extending from a high-back sofa.

DESIGNER INSIGHTS

Make Way
for Revelry

Architect Ken Pursley
shares strategies for
designing a guestfriendly kitchen that
puts the emphasis on
easy entertaining.
• Hide the clutter. Add
a pantry for extra storage
and a behind-closeddoors place to conceal
dirty dishes.
• Invite gathering.
Include a large island
with an overhang to
accommodate stools or
a big table with cushy
chairs or banquette
seating so guests can
congregate within view of
the chef but outside the
work core.
• Make it beautiful.
Because the kitchen
is everyone’s favorite
place to hang out,
include architectural
and decorative details
that ensure your kitchen
will be the most elegant
space in your home.
• Create open flow.
Locate the kitchen
so it is central to
the family room and
outdoor entertaining
areas. Then, even when
you’re cooking, you’ll be
connected with friends.
• Set the scene. Wire
the kitchen for sound
and add dimmers on
every switch. Just as in a
great restaurant, muted
lights and a thoughtfully
chosen sound track set
the tone for a magical
evening. Save the full
wattage for cleanup!
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“My clients wanted
a kitchen that was
comfortable in more
ways than one,”
interior designer
Sheila Lyon says. “It
needed to be open
and easy to navigate
without feeling cold.”

Smooth
Transition
A newly retired couple
bids good-bye to formality
and welcomes everyday
elegance with open arms.
by margaret zainey roux
photos werner straube
field editor megan chaffin
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Left: The refrigerator and cabinetry don the same
walnut stain and oil-rubbed bronze hardware, but
diferent panel styles prevent monotony. Below:
Natural light streams in at the sink window. Opposite:
With its pillowed panels featuring an X motif paired
with oil-rubbed bronze hardware, the custom
refrigerator could easily be mistaken for an armoire.

S

Spacious, elegant, warm, welcoming, and
comfortable—it’s a compelling combination,
and just the feeling the owners of this Houstonarea home were seeking to capture in their new
kitchen. “After years of living in a very formal
and traditional house, my clients were looking
for a more relaxed atmosphere,” says interior
designer Sheila Lyon, describing the handsome
space she created with her associate Meredith
Sanders. “As empty nesters, they wanted to fll
their home with family and friends rather than
heavy furnishings and accessories. Since most
guests seem to gravitate toward the kitchen
during casual gatherings, we designed a space
that would serve as the nucleus and allow them
to comfortably move from room to room.”
The large kitchen opens to a breakfast room,
family room, and loggia, and is close to the
dining room and game room. To visually connect
these entertaining hot spots, Lyon and Sanders
employed a warm, neutral palette. The creamy
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walls and ceiling play of the abundance of
sunlight that filters through an oversize window
over the sink. Panoramic views of a private
wooded area are echoed in the use of hand-hewn
ceiling beams and rich walnut-stained cabinetry.
Made of clear alder and topped with Golden
Range granite, the cabinets open to reveal
hidden gems such as pullout shelving for pots
and lids, divided silverware drawers and platter
racks, and built-in knife blocks.
Adding to the list of clever disguises is
the custom refrigerator Lyon designed. “A
refrigerator can be unsightly,” she says, “so we
masked it by using amazing cabinetry detail and
passing it of as a piece of furniture.”
The stunning range is the new kitchen’s
sophisticated center of attention. A grand handcarved limestone hood reigns above a decorative
mosaic-tile backsplash. Surrounding the
backsplash, beveled travertine tiles laid in a brick
pattern add another layer of interest.

Left: Handmade using an artisan-inspired process, the
intricate relief tiles on the backsplash are reminiscent
of carved and chiseled stone salvaged from ancient
architecture. Below: A herringbone pattern adds extra
dimension to the stone ﬂoors. Opposite: Neutral hues
and natural materials carry over from the kitchen
to the breakfast room for a seamless transition. The
arched French doors and sidelights mimic the kitchen’s
window to further connect the two rooms visually.

“Since the range area is the first thing you see
when you enter the kitchen, it needed to make
a powerful first impression, but there’s a fine
line between powerful and imposing,” Lyon says.
“The free-ﬂowing ﬂoor plan makes this area
visible from other rooms, so we had to be careful
not to cross that line. By composing the right
combination of colors, materials, and textures,
we were able to strike the perfect balance.”
RESOURCES BEGIN ON PAGE 122.

DESIGNER INSIGHTS

Make a Range Stand Out

Interior designer Sheila Lyon oﬀers tips for
cooking up some stylish drama at the range.
• Choose a cooktop-oven combination. This
creates the allure of a gourmet kitchen and allows
for more cabinet space in lieu of separate wall ovens.
• Consider cabinet depth. Build cabinets ﬂanking
the range deeper than other perimeter cabinetry to
lend prominence to the space and create extra room
for decorative accents and spice storage.
• Add a stately hood. Crown the range with
a light-color or natural-stone hood to achieve a
dramatic look that’s not overbearing.
• Focus on the backsplash. It can set the tone
for the kitchen’s overall aesthetic. An interesting
pattern, texture, or color instantly energizes a room
full of neutrals.
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This new bathroom
achieves its ageless
aesthetic thanks to
bountiful custom millwork,
timeless materials, and
a soft color palette that
allows the architecture—
and the view—to shine.

High
Expectations
Plenty of space,
a soaring ceiling, and
bountiful light define
luxury in this richly
ornamented Chicagoarea master bath.
by mara boo | photos werner straube | field editor megan chaffin
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Good things can indeed come in small packages—
but sometimes a bigger box is exactly what you’re
looking for. Just ask husband-and-wife architects
Stuart Cohen and Julie Hacker. Of the luxurious,
215-square-foot bathroom addition they created
with interior designer Lauren Coburn, Hacker
says, “This bathroom is bigger than a lot of master
bedrooms—including ours!”
Incorporating architectural details original to
the 1920s English Arts and Crafts-style house with
present-day amenities such as dual vanities, a steam
shower, and a private water closet meant respecting
both the home’s historic pedigree and its owners’
refined sensibilities. “They love, love, love their
house, but they’re not necessarily in love with Arts
and Crafts style,” Hacker says of the design team’s
clients. “We had to bridge the gap between their
house and their taste, while making the bathroom
look like it belonged.”
The room’s 14-foot-tall ceiling spans that divide
in high style. “The barrel vault gently brings the
architecture of the house into the bathroom,”

Right: The Murano glass
chandelier—imported from
Italy—“is not little, shy, or
delicate,” interior designer
Lauren Coburn says. “It
really fills the volume of
the space.” Far right:
Atop the vanity, delicately
veined Calacatta Gold
marble is warmed up by
the brushed-nickel faucet
and countertop decor.
Opposite: The bathroom’s
symmetrical layout
features identical vanities
fanking the dramatic tub.
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Hacker says. It also celebrates the sole spot of color
in the room, thanks to nature-inspired wallpaper.
“The wallpaper’s leaf-and-vine pattern harmonizes
with the incredible ravine views out the window,”
Cohen says. “It makes a canopy out of the ceiling. If
we’d simply painted between the beams, the ceiling
would not have had the same efect.”
Indeed, the room is bathed in quiet elegance,
thanks also to hushed expanses of Calacatta Gold
marble. “To me, there is nothing more beautiful
than a white marble room,” Coburn says. “But
bright white can feel cool. Calacatta Gold has
a creaminess that makes it feel warm.” Deftly
alternating the scale of the stone—from the foor’s
oversize herringbone pattern to the subway tiles
and diminutive mosaics lining the shower—calms
and simplifes the space. “It’s much more subtle
to use one stone in diferent ways than to combine
diferent stones in the same space,” Coburn says.
Equally understated is the room’s all-white
envelope. “We painted the walls and all the trim
white to force you to look outside, where the color

Stunning White Vanities
A white vanity complements any decor. Learn
how to create eye-catching pieces packed with
style and storage. BHG.com/ElegantWhiteVanity

“This is a huge bathroom. From the hinges on the doors
to the gigantic chandelier, everything in it is gutsy.”
Lauren Coburn
designer

is,” Cohen says. “The room is really just a backdrop
to nature.”
Still, alcoves for the vanities, charming wall
brackets, a freestanding bathtub, and paneled
mirrors lend an unmistakable air of nostalgia. “It’s
got a sense of repose about it,” Cohen says of the
bathroom. “Though it’s a soaring, dramatic space,
you don’t feel the intensity of that drama when
you’re in it. You feel centered and soothed.”
Proof that while bigger isn’t necessarily better,
sometimes it’s exactly right.
RESOURCES BEGIN ON PAGE 122.

DESIGNER INSIGHTS

Make a Large Bath Welcoming
Soaring ceilings and a generous footprint deliver a
sense of grandeur but can also make a bathroom
feel somewhat unwelcoming. The design team for
this project shares strategies for adding warmth to
a voluminous space.

• Embrace scale. An outsize chandelier and large ﬂoor
tiles temper the room’s generous dimensions.
• Get centered. Floating a tub in a large bathroom
establishes a sense of intimacy. “A bathtub isolated at
the edge of a room is a missed opportunity to create
warmth,” interior designer Lauren Coburn says.
• Cover up. “Carrying wallpaper up and onto the
ceiling contains the space,” architect Stuart Cohen says.
• Choose ﬁnishes wisely. Chrome plumbing fixtures
can feel cold, especially in a large space. Polished nickel
is a similar but tonally warmer option.

Right: Decorative brackets
embrace the vanity alcoves.
Painted, perforated grilles
conceal mechanical
systems installed in the
soﬀ it above the sinks.
Far right: Polishednickel plumbing fixtures,
including a handheld spray
and a rain-style head,
complement the warmth of
the Calacatta Gold marble
subway tiles lining the
shower walls. Opposite:
The water closet’s
translucent glass door
ensures privacy while still
admitting natural light, as
does the smaller window in
the wall above.
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Opposite: Originally
designed to be recessed
into the foor, the tub
moves to higher ground
with a custom installation.
This photo: The waterfall
fxture in the shower is
actually a faucet that was
raised high enough to work
as a showerhead.

Soothing
Contrasts
Cool metal and warm

wood converge in a
modern bath designed
for relaxing.
by michele c. hollow | photos werner straube
field editor megan chaffin
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“Functional, not fussy,” is how interior designer
Lauren Warnock of Project Interiors in Chicago
describes the luxurious bathroom she created for
her clients Jim Fielding and Edison Briones. For
the couple, though, the bath’s appeal is as much
about feelings and ﬂow as function. “We wanted a
place with lots of modern amenities and a soothing
design element where we could retreat to at the
end of a long workday,” says Jim, the CEO of a
major retail chain. Edison, a chef, agrees. “Our
bathroom feels like a spa,” he says. “It’s a relaxing
space that’s private and open at the same time.”
The bathroom has two entryways, allowing
access from either side of the master bedroom.
Glass doors within the bath divide the space while
retaining visual ﬂow. A large mirror above the
ﬂoating trough sink bounces light around, making
the room appear larger. “The mirror and glass
doors really work well together because they reﬂect
the light that comes into the room,” Warnock says.

Opposite: The custom trough sink is made of gray solidsurfacing, which looks like concrete but is lighter and
easier to clean. Tall cabinets on either side of the sink
store linens and toiletries. Above right: Chrome wall
sconces lend a theatrical, Hollywood touch to the bath.
Right: The geometric lines of the polished-nickel faucets
support the room’s contemporary vibe.
BHG.com/KitchenBath
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“The mirror and glass doors
really work well together
because they reflect the light
that comes into the room.”
Lauren Warnock
designer

Clean, modern lines and an interesting mix of
materials and textures forge bold contemporary
style. “Light colors work well with dark ones, and
smooth surfaces blend with rough ones,” Warnock
says. “We have a lot of smooth surfaces with the
chrome, glass, and tile, so for some contrast, we
added mosaic tiles above the shower, a Corian
sink that looks like concrete, and a teak wall. The
diferent textures add a nice surface interest.”
A walk-in shower with multiple showerheads
and a sleek soaking tub ofer ample opportunity
for unwinding. The shower includes a linear drain
that emphasizes the room’s modern aesthetic.
“It’s a very organic design,” Edison says. “Even the
sink has no visible drain. The water just disappears
through the seams around the sink.” And so, too,
do the stresses of the day.
ResouRces Begin on Page 122.

Designer insigHTs

gray Matter

it’s sometimes thought of as cold or unwelcoming,
but gray is gaining popularity in home design.
interior designer Lauren Warnock ofers some
smart ways to incorporate it in your spaces.
• Set a neutral backdrop. “Gray by definition is a
neutral,” Warnock says. Don’t be afraid to pair it with
bold colors in furniture, accessories, or artwork.
• Mix light and dark shades. “We played with the
values, ranging from incredibly light to saturated and
dark, and then injected a very warm teak accent wall,”
Warnock says. “The versatility of gray allowed it to
complement the wood and take on an inviting feel.”
• Think beyond paint. The custom trough sink
and surrounding countertop, made of soft gray
solid-surfacing that resembles concrete, are a fresh
alternative to a more traditional vanity.

Opposite: Glass doors section diferent areas of the
bathroom while allowing light to fow through. With glass
doors on two sides, the walk-through shower provides
access between the vanity and tub areas. Above right:
The ceiling-mount showerhead produces a spray that
feels like drops of rain. Right: Minimalism is welcoming,
thanks to the warmth of the bath’s natural elements,
wood and water.
BHG.com/KitchenBath
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Low Country
Character
An afinity for the past and
an eye for authenticity inspire
the design of a new master
bath in South Carolina.
by tim laehn | photos richard leo johnson
field editor sandra l. mohlmann
104 beautiful kitchens
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Opposite: The bathroom’s
neutral palette of warm
grays and whites allows
for pops of color in fowers
and other accessories. This
photo: The tub alcove has
a striking domed ceiling
with a finish that resembles
old plaster.
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Opposite: A protrusion formed by the chimney for the
master bedroom fireplace provides an ideal separation
between the two sink areas, which are connected by a
convenient makeup counter. Right: At the ceiling, the
custom beaded board was installed vertically to add
interest without crown molding. Below right: Above
each sink is a fixed mirror ﬂanked by two mirrors that
open to reveal medicine cabinets. When opened, the side
mirrors allow the homeowners to see themselves from
multiple angles.

T

The letter begins like this: “I have recently attended
a party given at the most superb plantation and
with a people to which I have taken—for their
refined demeanor and love of the outdoors and
everything that is of the Low Country.”
Project manager Jeremy Tate and his team wrote
the letter from the perspective of a hypothetical
19th-century traveler and presented it to their
clients along with the architectural plans for a
new home near Charleston, South Carolina. “They
wanted a traditional Low Country plantation home
that you would have seen 150 years ago,” Tate says
of the homeowners. “The letter explains how a
house like that might have evolved over time.”
In keeping with the region’s architectural
heritage, the master bathroom was designed to
mimic an addition. Such a bath would not have
been part of an original plantation home from that
era; plantation homes were commonly modernized
through additions.
Windows on the bathroom’s three exterior walls
aﬀord abundant natural light and stunning views of
the river surrounding the island on which the home
is situated. Tucked into an alcove with a domed
ceiling, the built-in bathtub oﬀers the best views of
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Opposite: Floor-to-ceiling marble tile in a variety of sizes
and applications is a luxurious addition to the walk-in
shower. A curved bench adds comfort and a pleasing
counterpoint to the many straight lines. Right: Clad in
marble, niches in the shower blend in with the walls to
provide almost-stealth storage. Below right: An expanse
of mirrors along the vanity wall refects the natural light
fooding in through the windows, enhancing both the
vanity and the walk-in shower.

all. “We wanted the alcove to be front and center,
the focal point of the space,” Tate says.
The walls of the alcove, and the rest of the
bathroom, are clad in custom beaded board painted
warm gray. “We chose materials appropriate to
a plantation home,” Tate says. “We didn’t want
oﬀ-the-shelf beaded board. Looking at historical
precedent, the bead was much finer, so we customcut it. When you walk into the bathroom, you can
tell something is unique and more authentic.”
The dark-stained antique heart pine foors also
lend authenticity to the space. Longleaf pine trees
thrived in the Low Country in the 1800s, and they
were used for everything from framing houses to
fooring. But over the years, the region’s longleaf
pines were almost entirely cut down. Today, antique
reclaimed heart pine is highly sought.
Marble adds an element of luxury to the tub
deck, shower walls, and vanity countertop. The
furniturelike vanity spanning the wall opposite
the tub has dual sinks with a makeup counter
in between.
“In summary,” the letter ends, “our trip thus far
has been outstanding, and though we will surely be
disappointed to leave this wonderful place, we look
forward to returning home to you. Oh, how I wish
you could have joined me on this trip!”
ResouRces Begin on PAge 122.

DESIGNER INSIGHTS

All About Alcoves

Bathtub alcoves are popular in master bathrooms because they are cozy
and private and can create a stunning focal point. Follow these tips for
giving an alcove standout style.
• Pay attention to details. The alcove is a great place to add texture and
details in small doses. “Putting a tub in an alcove with fat drywall is such
a missed opportunity,” project manager Jeremy Tate says. In this bath,
horizontal beaded-board paneling, elegant sconces, and custom millwork
add a sense of refnement.
• Carve out enough space. An alcove should feel cozy—but not cramped.
Make sure there is space for a tub deck to hold bathtub essentials.
• Think about access. Be sure to consider the placement of the tub filler
and other fixtures. They shouldn’t restrict access into or out of the tub.

Casablanca
Connection
Moroccan infuences
wrap around sleek lines
in a master bath outside
Los Angeles.
by chris hayhurst | photos edmund barr
field editor robin tucker
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The room features a
beautiful rectangular
soaking tub beneath a row
of windows with a view
of the treetops outside.
Moorish elements like the
tile, mirrors, and window
valance are juxtaposed
with sleek fxtures
and hardware, marble
countertops, and other
modern touches.

Opposite: The shower
includes a bench beneath
a window and a marble
mosaic on the foor that
continues across the
room. A built-in digital
interface controls steam,
mood lighting, audio, and
chromatherapy. Right:
A smaller second vanity
includes a shapely mirror,
modern sconces, and a
tiled backsplash wall.

D

Designer Kathryne Dahlman recalls the house was
textbook Spanish Colonial Revival—“You know,”
she says, “tiled roofs, a lot of dark wood doors, a
really old-world, Mediterranean kind of feel.” It
was a big place, she says, but that hardly mattered;
her job was to tackle its master bath.
“It needed rearranging” and, if possible, a
second vanity, Dahlman says, “and it had a huge
shower that was disproportionate with the rest
of the space.” But her biggest challenge was
that Spanish Revival thing. “I wanted to give it a
Moroccan look, which would work well with the
home overall, but to do so in a subtle way, not so
much with the colors”—the obvious approach—
“but more with the tiles, the mirrors, and with
other design elements.” And, oh yeah, she adds: “It
also had to be contemporary.”
That last bit Dahlman achieved with a modern
freestanding tub, a glass-walled shower with
color-changing overhead lights, and sleek, straightlined nickel fixtures and vanity hardware, among
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other features. And the Moorish part? “The tile
really played a huge role,” she says, referencing
the arabesque pattern in the shower in glistening
shades of brown and white.
The shower is just the beginning. Brown-andwhite tile continues its run throughout the room,
in varying sizes and patterns, across the foor
and behind the vanities, all the way to the ceiling.
Where the tile ends, Dahlman says, “we used a
form of plaster that looks like what you would
see in an old Moroccan home. It has shading and
movement in it.”
Other notable features include the curvaceous
vanity mirrors, distinctly Spanish Revival in
style, and the much more contemporary marble
slabs below them. That sense of juxtaposition
is everywhere, Dahlman says, and that’s
intentional—a conscious attempt at creating
harmony between opposing yet complementary
elements. “Everything comes together,” she says.
ResouRces Begin on Page 122.
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“A lot of diﬀerent design elements
come together so that no one thing
stands out too much from the others.”
Kathryne Dahlman
designer

DESIGNER INSIGHTS

Detailed Approach

Designer Kathryne Dahlman shares how
attention to detail can turn a run-of-themill bathroom into a beautiful and fun
place to be.
• Unique items. “Putting up just one
interesting mirror can change everything,”
she says. Other options: a collection of
crystal, a special painting, or a basket of
interesting soaps.
• Intriguing textures. Anything from a
decorative finish on the walls to a vase of
fresh ﬂowers will do the trick.
• Contrast. Try back-and-forth play
between classic and modern, dark and
light colors, and tiles in a variety of shapes
and sizes.

Opposite: Curves in the vanity mirrors
complement the arabesque tile patterns
throughout. Above: Both vanities include
cocoa-brown Sierra marble countertops
and nickel faucets. The square sink and
straight-lined fixtures provide appealing
contrast to the arabesque wall tile. Above
right: An extended vanity includes room
for a dressing table served by a comfortable,
custom-made slipper chair. Top right: The
shower’s geometrically arranged tile is in
keeping with the room’s Moroccan theme.
Right: The walls in the toilet room feature
a textured, frescolike design that resembles
the Moroccan tile found elsewhere in
the bath.
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A network of archways
marked by custom
limestone columns defines
the bath’s separate areas.
Each cased area boasts
groin-vault ceilings
towering 18 feet high.

Earthly
Appeal
Artistic layering of
stone and tile turns
a master bath into
a monochromatic
masterpiece.
by margaret zainey roux | photos werner straube
field editor megan chaffin
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I

If wall-to-wall tile and high, curvy ceilings don’t
strike you as elements of a warm atmosphere, you
haven’t seen this Houston-area master bath. Soft
golds, creamy whites, and warm beiges have the
spacious room all aglow and looking anything but
cold. The sun-inspired palette is derived from stone
and tile artfully layered by designer Sheila Lyon into
a modern-day mosaic where comfort and luxury lie
side by side.
“The homeowners wanted their new bath to look
dramatic yet feel relaxed and inviting,” Lyon says.
“We were able to accomplish that by using three
sets of limestone columns to create cozy, personal
spaces for his-and-her vanities and a soaking tub.”
The two vanities are mirror images of each
other, with one exception: His stands slightly taller
to accommodate the husband’s 6-foot-5 frame.
Maple cabinetry is painted and glazed using a
three-step process and features pillowed fronts
with a lattice motif. Polished Crema Marfil marble
countertops complement the limestone ﬂoors but
aren’t as porous for greater durability. Light veining
accentuates the Sunset Gold granite sinks.
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Opposite: Sunset Gold granite sinks pair with Crema
Marfil marble countertops for a distinctive look. The
sink’s 2-inch lip adds dimension and oﬀers the perfect fit
for a deck-mount faucet. Above left: The vanity’s carved
lattice motif was designed to echo the ﬂoor’s parquetryinspired pattern. Above right: Chosen for its clean lines
and transitional style, the ﬂoor-mount tub filler makes a
statement but still lets the chiseled-granite tub and wall
tiles take center stage.
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Right: The curved shower,
which can be accessed
from two sides, includes
two showerheads, a
handheld spray, and a
bench seat for optimal
comfort and convenience.
Opposite: For a cohesive
look, designer Sheila Lyon
designed the custom iron
stool at the dressing table
to coordinate with the
aged bronze hardware,
sconces, and plumbing
fixtures.

The custom soaking tub is chiseled from the same
granite. Lyon worked closely with the manufacturer
to formulate the perfect angles and armrest heights
for maximum comfort. The backdrop is a stunning
assemblage of limestone and granite tiles. “The tub
area is really the ‘wow’ factor of the bathroom,”
Lyon says. “The tile was installed in a vertical
running bond pattern, so when the light hits it, it
looks as if rain is gently cascading from the ceiling.”
Steps away is a spacious walk-in shower. Its
curved walls are dressed in the same tiles as those
used around the tub to visually connect the areas.
Accessible through entrances on either side of
the tub, it houses two wall-mount showerheads, a
handheld fixture, and a bench seat cleverly installed
at an angle so that water runs easily of its edge.
Clerestory windows allow natural light in without
reducing privacy.
“When the double doors of the bath are open,”
Lyon says, “the sunshine becomes a light source
that illuminates the entire master suite, creating an
ambience that can only be described as ethereal.”
ResouRces Begin on Page 122.
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DESIGNER INSIGHTS

Layering Tile

Designer Sheila Lyon describes five key factors to
consider when making your stone tile selections.
• Color. The color scheme of the bathroom starts
with the tile and stone, so choose materials in
complementary hues.
• Porosity. Porous materials can be hard to maintain,
so research stone density before making your picks.
• Size. Small or narrow tiles work best to enhance
curved walls, while large tiles or slab material are
preferable for large, fat spaces.
• Grout. If choosing light-color tile, lean to the
lighter side when selecting grout colors to avoid a
checkerboard efect.
• Pattern. Playful patterns in stone and tile are softer
and look less sterile than a solid-color scheme.

RESOURCES
For further information
about products or
professionals featured
in Beautiful Kitchens &
Baths™ magazine, please
contact these sources.
Addresses and phone
numbers have been
verifed, but we cannot
guarantee availability of
items or services.
Key
[T] To the Trade. Not available to the general
public. Contact a design professional for help.
[P] Paint Color. Paint colors depicted might
vary from manufacturers’ colors. Use names or
numbers as a starting point. To get the exact
color you see, take the page to a paint retailer.
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Situating the grand
window cornice and range
hood on adjacent walls
encourages the eye to
move around the room
rather than land on a
single focal point.

American
Classic
Elegant millwork and
furniturelike details
imbue a new kitchen
with the spirit of a
historic home.
by margaret zainey roux | photos werner straube
field editor megan chaffin
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AMERICAN CLASSIC
PAGES 34–41
Architect: Brad Lewis, director of design,
Bill Schwarz, Schwarz Lewis Design Group,
Inc., 2 Mid America Plaza, Suite 831,
Oakbrook Terrace, IL 60181; 630/873-3508;
schwarzlewis.com.
Interior designer: Jeff R. Jones, Life
Design, Chicago and Palm Springs,
California; 630/674-8020; lifedesignllc.com;
email: lifedesign@comcast.net.
Builder: Jay Riordan, president, Riordan
Signature Homes, P.O. Box 119, Western
Springs, IL 60558; 708/783-1133;
riordanhomes.com.
Millwork, fooring, perimeter cabinetry
custom in Maritime White fnish, perimeter
countertop soapstone by Primus Natural
Stone, island cabinet custom, island
countertop Calacatta Gold marble—
Riordan Signature Homes, Western Springs,
Illinois; 708/783-1133; riordanhomes.com.
Paint for island Squirrel Tail—Benjamin
Moore; 888/236-6667; benjaminmoore.com
[P]. Tile for backsplash Bella Vita, offce
chair vintage, dining table Drexel Heritage,
fabrication of window treatment Jay
Taylor, fabric for window treatment
Robert Allen, discontinued—through Life
Design, Chicago and Palm Springs,
California; 630/674-8020; lifedesignllc.com.
Pendant lighting at island—Hudson
Valley Lighting, Inc.; hudsonvalleylighting.com.
Perimeter sink Whitehaven
#K6489-0—Kohler Co.; 800/456-4537;
us.kohler.com. Perimeter sink faucet
#RU4719LPN2 in polished nickel, soap
dispenser Perrin & Rowe soap and lotion
dispenser #RLS850PAPC in polished
nickel—Rohl; 800/777-9762; rohlhome.com.

Prep sink at island #EELG151WHO—
Elkay; elkayusa.com. Faucet at prep sink
Bar Faucet #N8081 in polished nickel—
Newport Brass; newportbrass.com.
Range—Wolf Appliance, Inc.; 800/3329513; subzero-wolf.com. Microwave
oven—Panasonic USA; 800/211-7262;
panasonic.com. Counter-height chairs,
chairs at table—Restoration Hardware;
800/910-9836; restorationhardware.com.
Coffeemaker—Miele, Inc.; 800/463-0260;
mieleusa.com.

Early-20th-century
factories and warehouses
were the inspiration for
this contemporary kitchen,
which artfully combines
steel, stone, and wood for
an industrial-chic look that
doesn’t feel cold.

Distinctive details in
the French-inspired
kitchen include hexagonal
travertine tiles on the foor,
reclaimed and distressed
woods, and burlap shades
on large pendant lights.
Display cabinets anchor
the room’s character.

This photo: Treated like
a piece of furniture, the
island is designed for
seating on one side and
food prep and cleanup on
the other, with storage
cabinets at either end.
Opposite: Two pendants
illuminate the island,
providing ample light for
the work space or, when
dimmed, a romantic glow.

French
Translation
Rustic features
show of their
sophisticated side
in this charming
European-style
kitchen.

Factory Finish

writer and field editor lisa mowry | photos emily j. followill

Balanced
Beauty
A designer boldly stretches his own notion

of symmetry in laying out a special kitchen.

Traditional industrial materials help modernize
a kitchen while respecting its history.

by mervyn kaufman | photos michael partenio | field editor anna molvik

by jorge s. arango | photos john granen | field editor linda humphrey
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FactoRy FInIsH
Pages 42–49
architect: Tom Kundig, Olson Kundig
Architects, 159 S. Jackson St., Suite 600,
Seattle, WA 98104; 206/624-5670;
olsonkundigarchitects.com.
Interior designer: Nancy Burfend, NB
Design Group, 1932 First Ave., Suite 826,
Seattle, WA 98101; 206/441-7754;
nbdesigngroup.net.
cabinet pulls Scoop pull #8683 in polished
nickel—Nanz; nanz.com. steel barn door
custom from the Tom Kundig collection—
Olson Kundig Architects, Seattle; 206/6245670; olsonkundigarchitects.com. tile for
backsplash Glacier #ES58 in super
white—Stone Source; stonesource.com [T].
Prep sink faucet Concetto dual spray
#32665—Grohe America, Inc.; 800/2013407; groheamerica.com. Range hood—
Vent-A-Hood Co.; 800/331-2492;
ventahood.com. Range—Wolf Appliance,
Inc.; 800/332-9513; subzero-wolf.com.
Perimeter sink Farmhouse #0110—Julien,
Inc.; 800/461-3377; julien.ca. Perimeter
sink fxture set Tara Classic #33826888
single-lever mixer—Dornbracht USA, Inc.;
800/774-1181; dornbracht.com. Japanese
container on island—Glenn Richards/
Honeychurch Antiques, Seattle; 206/2871877; glennrichards.com. Wood bowls,
pepper mill—Mrs. Cook’s, Seattle;
206/525-5008; mrscooks.com. Flooring
aged Bleu Chinois limestone—Exquisite
Surfaces; xsurfaces.com. Perimeter
countertop Absolute Black granite,
countertop and sides at island
Calacatta marble—check with local suppliers.
Refrigerator—Wolf Appliance, Inc.;
800/332-9513; subzero-wolf.com. Pendant
lighting at island Single Prismatic
Pendant—Urban Archaeology;
urbanarchaeology.com. Barstools—West
Elm; 866/428-6468; westelm.com (product
line varies).
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FRencH tRanslatIon
Pages 50–55
architect: Linda MacArthur, Linda MacArthur,
Architect, LLC, 942 Calvert Ln., Atlanta, GA
30319; 404/233-4771;
lindamacarthurarchitect.com; e-mail:
lindamacarthur@comcast.net.
Kitchen designer: Jane Hollman,
Studio Entourage, 942 Calvert Ln.,
Atlanta, GA 30319; 404/233-4771;
thestudioentourage.com; e-mail:
jjhollman@att.net.
cabinetry, hardware, copper sink—
J. Tribble Collection, Atlanta; 404/846-1156;
jtribble.com. Range, warming drawer—
Wolf Appliance, Inc.; 800/332-9513;
subzero-wolf.com. Refrigerator—Sub-Zero,
Inc.; 800/222-7820; subzero.com.
Microwave oven, icemaker,
dishwasher—KitchenAid; 800/422-1230;
kitchenaid.com. Flooring—Materials
Marketing; 800/368-3901; mstoneandtile.com
[T]. Perimeter countertop limestone—
Intown Design, Atlanta; 404/812-3820;
intowndesigninc.com. Island countertop
concrete—Bradley; bradley-usa.com.
Pendant lights at island—BoBo Intriguing
Objects, Atlanta; 404/355-2309;
bobointriguingobjects.com [T].
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Balanced Beauty
Pages 56–61
architect: Anderson Campanella Architects,
120 E. River Rd., Rumson, NJ, 07760;
732/219-0014; andersoncampanella.com.
Interior designer: Diane Romanowski
Interior Design, 2 Ridge Hill, Rumson, NY
07760; 732/530-6728; e-mail:
romanowski.id@gmail.com.
Kitchen designer: Robert Bakes, Bakes
and Co., 3253 Noyak Rd., Sag Harbor,
NY 11963; 631/725-1010;
bakesandcompany.com.
cabinetry, cabinet pulls custom by
Robert Bakes—Bakes and Co., Sag Harbor,
New York; 631/725-1010;
bakesandcompany.com. sink—Kohler Co.;
800/456-4537; us.kohler.com. Faucet—
Dornbracht USA, Inc.; 800/774-1181;
dornbracht.com. cooktop—La Cornue;
800/457-1356; lacornueusa.com. Hood—
Rangecraft Manufacturing Co., Inc.;
877/724-6637; rangecraft.com. Wall
oven—Wolf Appliance, Inc.; 800/332-9513;
subzero-wolf.com. Built-in television—
Samsung; 800/726-7864;
samsungusa.com. lighting at island,
lighting at dining table—Remains
Lighting, New York City; 212/675-8051;
remains.com. dining table, chairs at
table, chairs at island, upholstery for
chairs white leather—Brueton; 800/2216783; brueton.com [T]. Vase on island—
IKEA; ikea-usa.com. Peppermill at
stovetop Peugeot Olivewood—Blue
Cashew; 845/876-1117; bluecashew.com.
large vase on dining table, pitcher
and glasses on dining table, vase on
desk—Crate & Barrel; 800/967-6696;
crateandbarrel.com (product line varies).
tray on table—West Elm; 866/428-6468;
westelm.com (product line varies).
computer—Apple Computer, Inc.;
800/692-7753; apple.com. Rugs, blue
pottery, wire basket on island—
homeowners’ collection.
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RESOURCES
Charcoal
Couture

Light and dark surfaces infuse
this old-world-style kitchen with
drama and warmth.
by jan soults walker | photos michael partenio
field editor stacy kunstel

Noticeably
Neutral

Drama
Lesson

In the absence of color,
there’s a surplus of style
in this delightfully detailed
Texas kitchen.

Fearless color and crisp
finishes amp up the
style in this streamlined
modern kitchen.

by margaret zainey roux
photos werner straube
field editor megan chaffin

by ann wilson | photos brie williams
field editor andrea caughey
Sleek fat-panel cabinets
finished in bold red
make a striking statement
in this modern North
Carolina kitchen.
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Sunlit windows and light
surfaces visually balance
this dramatic kitchen’s
velvety charcoal-color
cabinets. The 48-inch aisles
enhance the spacious feel.

The island, with its distressed black fnish,
anchors the kitchen, while lighter tones in
the perimeter cabinetry and fooring, plus
cathedral ceilings that soar to 20 feet high,
make the space light and bright.
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DRAMA LESSON
PAGES 62–67
Designer: Stephen Beili, Studio Dionisi, Inc.;
Santa Fe, New Mexico; 310/429-8667;
stephendbeili.com.
Interior designers: Traci Kearns, Sophia
Papadopoulos, Alchemy Design Studio;
828/255-5110; alchemy-interiors.com.
Wood cabinetry—Architectural Woodcraft;
828/258-9977; architecturalwoodcraft.com.
Stainless-steel cabinetry and
backsplash—Warren Perdue Studios;
828/772-4183; perduestudios.com.
Countertops—Caesarstone; 818/7790999; caesarstoneus.com. Sink—Blanco
America, Inc.; 800/451-5782;
blancoamerica.com. Faucet—Hansgrohe;
800/334-0455; hansgrohe-usa.com.
Flooring custom concrete with integral
color—check with local suppliers. Cooktop,
oven—Thermador; 800/735-4328;
thermador.com. Vent hood—Vent-A-Hood
Co.; 800/331-2492; ventahood.com.
Refrigerator—Amana Appliances;
800/843-0304; amana.com.
Dishwasher—Bosch; 800/866-2022;
boschappliances.com. Blender—
KitchenAid; kitchenaid.com. Mixer—
De’Longhi; 800/865-6330; delonghi.com.
Pendant lighting—Tech Lighting; 847/4104400; techlighting.com. Barstools—La
Palma; lapalma.it. Television—Sony
Electronics, Inc.; 800/222-7669; sony.com.
Cookware—Calphalon Corp.; 800/8097267; calphalon.com. Black dishes—Furio
Home; check with local or online suppliers.
White dishes—Pier 1 Imports; 800/2454595; pier1.com. Flatware Torun—Dansk;
800/326-7528; dansk.com. Ceramic
vases Akira Satake, glass vases Justin
Turcotte, large ceramic vessel, small
oval wood-fred bottle Josh Copus—Blue
Spiral 1; 828/251-0202; bluespiral1.com.
Photo, red frame—Susan Stanton;
828/808-1414; susanstanton.com.
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NOTICEABLY NEUTRAL
PAGES 68–73
Designer-builder, kitchen designer:
Jeff Seal, Jeff Seal Homes of Distinction,
4806 Knoxville Ave., Lubbock, TX 79413;
806/791-0367; jeffsealhomes.com.
Cabinetry, cabinet fnish, table next to
island, range hood—custom design by
Jeff Seal, Jeff Seal Homes of Distinction,
Lubbock, Texas; 806/791-0367;
jeffsealhomes.com. Fabrication of
cabinetry and table next to island—
Cabinets, Etc., Lubbock, Texas; 806/7718779. Paint for range hood and
cabinetry Maison Blanche #SW7526,
glaze for cabinet fnish Van Dyke glaze,
stain for table next to island Hawthorne
#SW3518—The Sherwin-Williams Co.;
800/474-3794; sherwin-williams.com [P].
Cabinet knobs Drop pull #M216,
backplate and ring #M222, refrigerator
pull #M859-18—Top Knobs USA, Inc.;
800/499-9095; topknobsusa.com. Faucet
discontinued style—Delta Faucet Co.;
800/345-3358; deltafaucet.com. Range
Monogram—GE Appliances; 800/626-2000;
geappliances.com. Seating at island
table—through The Pavilion, Lubbock,
Texas; 806/771-2762. Chandelier
Assurance Oval Chandelier #9259—Currey &
Co., Atlanta; 678/533-1500;
curreycodealers.com [T]. Flooring Versaillespattern travertine in classic blend, perimeter
countertop Verde Labrador granite, island
countertop travertine, tile for backsplash
seagrass limestone with Verde Labrador
granite accent tiles—check with local
suppliers.
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CHARCOAL COUTURE
PAGES 74–79
Architect: Jack Kemper, Kemper
Associates, 790 Farmington Ave.,
Building 2, Farmington, CT 860/409-7155;
kemperarch.com.
Interior designer: Anthony Como, Luxe
Interiors, New Rochele, New York; 914/2170637; luxeinteriors.co.
Millwork—Clement Letourneau, Woodwork
Specialties, Bristol, Connecticut; 860/5834848. Island countertop Calacatta Gold
marble, perimeter countertop granite—
AKDO; 800/811-2536; akdo.com. Tile for
backsplash—Tile America; tileamerica.com
Range—Wolf Appliance, Inc.; 800/3329513; subzero-wolf.com. Refrigerator—
Sub-Zero, Inc.; 800/222-7820;
subzero.com. Pendant at island—Fine Art
Lamps; fneartlamps.com.

“My clients wanted
a kitchen that was
comfortable in more
ways than one,”
interior designer
Sheila Lyon says. “It
needed to be open
and easy to navigate
without feeling cold.”

An exercise in opposites,
this kitchen artistically
assembles refined forms
and rustic finishes. The
island features traditional
cabinets embellished with
unconventional concrete
side panels and a back
clad in painted rough-sawn
horizontal boards.

Smooth
Transition

Grand
Gestures

A newly retired couple
bids good-bye to formality
and welcomes everyday
elegance with open arms.

Creative constructions
fashion a singular kitchen
that stays in step with a
couple’s changing lifestyle.

by margaret zainey roux
photos werner straube
field editor megan chaffin

by ann wilson | photos gordon beall
field editor sandra l. mohlmann
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grand geSTureS
PageS 80–85
architect: Ken Pursley and Craig Dixon,
Pursley Dixon Architecture, 201 S. College
St., Studio 2700; Charlotte, NC 28244;
704/334-6500; pursleydixon.com.
Cabinetry, island, and range niche
hood custom design—Pursley Dixon
Architecture, Charlotte; 704/334-6500;
pursleydixon.com. Fabrication of
stainless-steel cabinetry—SieMatic;
siematic.us. island countertops Calacatta
Gold marble—Walker Zanger; 877/6110199; walkerzanger.com. island cabinet
drop pulls—European Hardware & Finishes/
Gerber Hinge Co.; 800/643-7237;
gerberhinge.com. Pendant pulls—
Whitechapel, Ltd.; 800/468-5534;
whitechapel-ltd.com. island sinks
#EFU211510—Elkay; 630/574-8484;
elkayusa.com. Cabinet hardware
custom—Arthur Harris & Co., Chicago;
312/666-6832; arthurharris.com.
refrigerator #700TC—Sub-Zero, Inc.;
800/222-7820; subzero.com. Faucets at
island and pantry—Dornbracht USA, Inc.;
800/774-1181; dornbracht.com. range
Sully—LaCanche; 800/570-2433;
lacancheusa.com. Ceiling paint #SW7043
Worldly Gray—The Sherwin-Williams Co.;
800/474-3794; sherwin-williams.com [P].
Fabric for upholstered cabinets
Promessa in parchment #51168—
F. Schumacher & Co; 800/523-1200;
fschumacher.com [T]. Bronze nailhead
trim for doors, banquette—The Charles
Stewart Co.; 828/322-9464;
charlesstewartcompany.com. Pantry sink
#512-746—Blanco America, Inc.; 800/4515782; blancoamerica.com. Fabric for
banquette, stool, and dining chairs—
Osborne & Little; osborneandlittle.com.
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Shades at window motorized, shown
open—Lutron Electronics Co., Inc.;
888/588-7661; lutron.com. Chandeliers
Chateau, sconces at sectional sofa and
at range—Dennis & Leen, Los Angeles;
310/652-0855; dennisandleen.com [T].
Table custom in antique cypress by Jeff
Franz—homeowners’ collection.

SmooTh TranSiTion
PageS 86-91
residential designer: Robert Dame,
Robert Dame Designs, 7322 Southwest
Frwy., Houston, TX 77074; 713/270-8225.
interior designers: Sheila Lyon, ASID, and
Meredith Sanders, Allied ASID, Sheila Lyon
Interiors, Inc., 5120 Woodway Dr., Suite
7000, Houston, TX 77056; 719/993-9001;
sheilalyoninteriors.com.
Flooring layout, cabinetry, island,
range hood, tile backsplash, pendant
lighting at island, lighting at dining
table—custom design by Sheila Lyon, ASID,
Sheila Lyon Interiors, Inc., Houston; 719/9939001; sheilalyoninteriors.com. Flooring
Champignon Classic travertine tiles, tile over
range Architerra—Materials Marketing;
800/368-3901; mstoneandtile.com [T].
Fabrication of cabinetry and island—
Osborne Cabinets & Millwork, Houston;
713/802-0092; osbornecabinets.com. Wall
paint Muslin—Benjamin Moore; 888/2366667; benjaminmoore.com [P].
Countertops throughout Golden Ridge
granite—Arizona Tile & Stone, 480/8939393, arizonatile.com. Sinks—Hollywood
Builders Hardware, Houston; 713/644-8301.
range—Wolf Appliance, Inc.; 800/3329513; subzero-wolf.com. refrigerator
#700S—Sub-Zero, Inc.; 800/222-7820;
subzero.com. Fabrication of hanging
lights at island and at dining table—
Peck & Co., Houston; 713/526-2590;
peckandcompany.com. China in display
cabinets—Robert’s, Houston; 713/9738171; robertschina.com. Window
treatments—Hartmann & Forbes; 888/5828780; hfshades.com. Table, chairs,
barstools—Kravet; 800/645-9068;
kravet.com. artwork at dining table—
Vieux Interiors, Houston; 713/626-9500;
vieuxinteriors.com. rug—Stark Carpet Corp.;
800/752-9000; starkcarpet.com.
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RESOURCES
Opposite: Originally
designed to be recessed
into the foor, the tub
moves to higher ground
with a custom installation.
This photo: The waterfall
fxture in the shower is
actually a faucet that was
raised high enough to work
as a showerhead.

High
Expectations

Soothing
Contrasts
Cool metal and warm

Plenty of space,
a soaring ceiling, and
bountiful light define
luxury in this richly
ornamented Chicagoarea master bath.

wood converge in a
modern bath designed
for relaxing.

by mara boo | photos werner straube | field editor megan chaffin
This new bathroom
achieves its ageless
aesthetic thanks to
bountiful custom millwork,
timeless materials, and
a soft color palette that
allows the architecture—
and the view—to shine.

by michele c. hollow | photos werner straube
field editor megan chaffin
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HIGH EXPECTATIONS
PAGES 92–97
Architects: Stuart Cohen, FAIA, and Julie
Hacker, FAIA, Steve Liska, Amy Mangold,
and Suzanne Shumaker, Cohen & Hacker
Architects, 1322 Sherman Ave., Evanston, IL
60201; 847/328-2500; cohen-hacker.com.
Interior designer: Lauren Coburn, IDS,
Lauren Coburn, LLC, 826 W. Oakdale Ave.,
Chicago, IL 60657; 312/303-0111;
laurencoburn.com.
Vanity cabinet custom design—Cohen &
Hacker Architects, Evanston, Illinois;
847/328-2500; cohen-hacker.com.
Fabrication of cabinet—Paoli Woodwork,
Inc., Franklin, Illinois; 847/928-2630. Vanity
hardware—Restoration Hardware;
800/910-9836; restorationhardware.com.
Ceiling paper Peruvian Lily—J.R. Burrows,
800/347-1795; burrows.com. Tub—Kohler
Co.; 800/456-4537; us.kohler.com.
Fixtures for tub, shower, and vanity in
polished nickel—Lefroy Brooks; 718/3025292; lefroybrooks.com. Sconces Belton by
Vaughan Lighting—through John Rosselli;
johnrosselliassociates.com. Tile for vanity
top and foor, tile for shower foor,
wall, bench, and ceiling Calacatta Gold
marble—The Fine Line, Chicago; 312/6700300; fnelinetile.com. Sinks—Toto USA,
Inc.; 800/350-8686; totousa.com. Shower
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door and hardware—Lakeside Glass &
Mirror, Chicago; 847/432-7211;
lakesideglass.com. Wall and trim paint
Super White—Benjamin Moore; 888/2366667; benjaminmoore.com [P]. Windows—
Marvin Windows and Doors; 888/537-8268;
marvin.com. Window blinds in snow—
Conrad Shades; 866/426-6723;
conradshades.com [T]. Chandelier Barovier
& Toso—through Bright Electrical Supply Co.,
Chicago; 312/738-0330; brightelectric.com.
Small clock on vanity—Seagrass;
847/446-8444; seagrasshome.com. Bath
towels, rug—Bed Bath & Beyond;
800/462-3966; bedbathandbeyond.com
(product line varies).
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SOOTHING CONTRASTS
PAGES 98–103
Interior designer: Lauren Warnock,
Project., 1057 Honore St., #1R, Chicago, IL
60622; 773/394-1174; projectinteriors.net.
Project managers: Amy Lusher, Matt
Wilke, and Scott Johnson, LG Development
Group, 2234 W. North Ave., Chicago, IL
60647; 773/227-2850; lgdevelopment.com.
Custom millwork—New Style
Cabinets, Chicago; 773/622-3114;
newstylecabinets.com. Tub Tekura Tub
#6636—BainUltra; 800/463-2187;
bainultra.com. Tub, sink, and shower
fxtures, shower and tub trims, wall
outlet, handshower Axor, showerhead
Clubmaster, wall bar Unica—Hansgrohe;
800/334-0455; hansgrohe-usa.com.
Ceiling-mount shower tiles Rainshower
Watertile—Kohler Co.; 800/456-4537; us.
kohler.com. Wall-mount water spout
Waterfall—Dornbracht USA, Inc.; 800/7741181; dornbracht.com. Steam generator
control fow head—Amerec Sauna &
Steam; 800/331-0349; amerec.com.
(Plumbing fxtures purchased through
Community Home Supply, Chicago;
773/281-7010; communityhomesupply.com.)
Tile for foor and shower foor, shower
ceiling, and walls honed basalt,
decorative tile on shower ceiling Colibri
Mosaic—Materials Marketing; 800/3683901; mstoneandtile.com [T]. Trough sink
custom design—Lauren Warnock, Project.,
Chicago; 773/394-1174; projectinteriors.net.
Sink material Corian in natural gray with
square edge—DuPont Corian Solid Surfaces;
800/426-7426; corian.com. Hanging light
over tub Dustin Large Dodecahedron
Pendant in ebony, lights at sink vanity
Montauk Sconce in polished nickel—Ralph
Lauren for Visual Comfort & Co.; 866/3443875; visualcomfortlightinglights.com.

Caption copy will go
A network of archways
here, caption copy will go
marked by custom
here. Caption copy will
limestone columns defines
go here, caption copy will
the bath’s separate areas.
go here. Caption copy
Each cased area boasts
will go here, caption copy
groin-vault ceilings
will go here.
towering 18 feet high.

Low Country
Character
An afinity for the past and
an eye for authenticity inspire
the design of a new master
bath in South Carolina.
by tim laehn | photos richard leo johnson
field editor sandra l. mohlmann
104 beautiful kitchens

Moroccan inﬂuences
wrap around sleek lines
in a master bath outside
Los Angeles.

Opposite: The bathroom’s
neutral palette of warm
grays and whites allows
for pops of color in fowers
and other accessories. This
photo: The tub alcove has
a striking domed ceiling
with a finish that resembles
old plaster.
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Low Country CharaCter
Pages 104–109
Design-build frm: Jeremy Tate, Meadors
Construction, 2811 Azalea Ave., Charleston,
SC 29405; 843/723-8585; meadorsinc.com.
Interior designer: June Price, June Price
Interiors, Ltd., 425 Peachtree Hills Ave., NE,
Suite 3, Atlanta, GA 30305; 404/364-0628.
wide-plank wood fooring reclaimedÑ
Carlisle Wide Plank Flooring; 800/595-9663;
wideplankflooring.com. Decorative wall
fnish, vanity cabinets customÑJune
Price Interiors, Ltd., Atlanta; 404/364-0628.
Cabinet paint White HeronÑBenjamin
Moore; 888/236-6667; benjaminmoore.com
[P]. Cabinet hardware—Bird Decorative
Hardware; 888/215-3883;
birddecorativehardware.com. Countertops,
shower walls and foor—Renaissance
Tile & Bath, Inc.; 800/275-1822;
renaissancetileandbath.com. sinks, tub,
toilet—Kohler Co.; 800/456-4537;
us.kohler.com. hardware for shower and
tub, towel rings, towel warmer Perrin &
Rowe, sink faucets—Rohl; 800/777-9762;
rohlhome.com. sconces—Palmer Hargrave;
palmerhargrave.com [T]. shutters—United
Supply Products, Norcross, Georgia;
770/582-0350; unitedsupplyco.com.
towels—Yves Delorme; 800/322-3911;
yvesdelorme.com.
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Earthly
Appeal

Casablanca
Connection
by chris hayhurst | photos edmund barr
field editor robin tucker
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Artistic layering of
stone and tile turns
a master bath into
a monochromatic
masterpiece.
The room features a
beautiful rectangular
soaking tub beneath a row
of windows with a view
of the treetops outside.
Moorish elements like the
tile, mirrors, and window
valance are juxtaposed
with sleek ﬁxtures
and hardware, marble
countertops, and other
modern touches.
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CasabLanCa ConneCtIon
Pages 110–115
bath designer: Kathryne Dahlman,
Kathryne Designs, 12413 Ventura Ct.,
Studio City, CA 91604; 818/762-3705;
kathrynedesigns.com.
Cabinetry customÑExpression in Wood,
La Verne, California; 909/596-8496;
expressioninwood.com. Cabinetry and
wall fnish—MKS Specialty Finishes,
Temple City, California; 626/286-1029;
mkspainting.com. Cabinet hardware,
chair, mirrors—through Kathryne Designs,
Studio City, California; 818/762-3705;
kathrynedesigns.com. Fabric for chair and
window treatment—Brunschwig & Fils;
800/538-1880; brunschwig.com [T].
Decorative painting—Michael Sullivan Art;
michaelsullivanart.com. glass window in
shower—UltraGlas; 800/777-2332;
ultraglas.com. Lighting—Norwell; 800/8222831; norwellinc.com. sinks—Kohler Co.;
800/456-4537; us.kohler.com. sink
fxtures—Rohl; 800/777-9762;
rohlhome.com. rug DavinciÑHydro
Systems, Inc., Valencia, California; 661/7750686; hydrosystem.com. toilet RegioÑ
INAX; 877-800-4629; inaxusainc.com.
shower glass—ShowerGuard Glass;
800/521-9461; showerguardglass.com.
Fabrication of shower enclosure—
Century Shower Door; 800/824-9350;
showerdoor.com. Countertops, tile—
Walker Zanger; 877/611-0199;
walkerzanger.com. artwork—through
Leslie Sacks Fine Art, Los Angeles;
310/820-9448; lesliesacks.com.

by margaret zainey roux | photos werner straube
field editor megan chaffin
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earthLy aPPeaL
Pages 116–121
residential designer: Robert Dame,
Robert Dame Designs, 7322 Southwest
Frwy., Houston, TX 77074; 713/270-8225.
Interior designers: Sheila Lyon, ASID, and
Meredith Sanders, Allied ASID, Sheila Lyon
Interiors, Inc., 5120 Woodway Dr., Suite
7000, Houston, TX 77056; 719/993-9001;
sheilalyoninteriors.com.
Floor layout, tile walls, shower tile,
cabinetry, dressing table bench—
custom design by Sheila Lyon, ASID, Sheila
Lyon Interiors, Inc., Houston; 719/993-9001;
sheilalyoninteriors.com. tile for foor, tub
and shower wall Latte classic travertine,
column design and fabrication Riviera
Beige limestoneÑMaterials Marketing;
800/368-3901; mstoneandtile.com [T].
Mosaic stone tiles throughout Sunset
Gold graniteÑArizona Tile & Stone, Tempe,
Arizona; 480/893-9393; arizonatile.com.
Fabrication of cabinetry—Osborne
Cabinets & Millwork, Houston; 713/8020092; osbornecabinets.com. Fabrication
of dressing table bench—Peck & Co.,
Houston; 713/526-2590;
peckandcompany.com. upholstery of
bench—Creative Style Furniture, Inc.
Houston; 713/927-3720;
creativestylefurniture.com. Fixtures for tub,
sinks, and shower, hardware for sink
cabinets—through Hollywood Builders
Hardware, Houston; 713/644-8301. tub,
sinks—Stone Forest; 888/682-2987;
stoneforest.com. wall paint Bar Harbor
BeigeÑBenjamin Moore; 888/236-6667;
benjaminmoore.com [P]. Chandeliers—
Dennis & Leen, Los Angeles; 310/652-0855;
dennisandleen.com. sconces—Currey &
Co., Atlanta; 678/533-1500;
curreycodealers.com [T]. tray at dressing
table—Chalet Nursery, Wilmette, Illinois;
847/256-0561.
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A splash of color in artwork
or accessories makes a
striking statement in a
neutral scheme.

128 beautiful kitchens
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